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HOMECOMING DAY IS OVER, dent of the· Agricultural college, of the · College of Engiµeering of 
and· it was perfect. The .attendance and his friends overlook few op- the University of North Dakota in 
was ,the · greatest on record, the portunities to remind him' of the the class of 1934. Jack, as he was 
class reunions· were .full of inter- difficulties and complexities of familiarly known on the campus 
est, and the such a dual position. there, is now a District Engineer 
Davies. 
wea~her was per- , * . * ··* of the Phillips Petroleum Co., with 
f e ct. Fraternity SOME DAYS BEFORE THE headquarters at Oklahoma, . City. 
house decora .. Homecoming game President West You will probably · remember Eve-
tions and floats was asked: ' lyn as the . one who took the part 
were · clever and "Dr. West, as president of the of Hugette in the University Play-
those of the so- two institutions, which team <lo ers production of "If I Were 
rorities were un- you think will win the Homecom- King," last spring. 
usually beautiful. ing game? * * * < 
As for the :foot- Prexy assumed a judicial pose "AFTER THE WE :ODIN G, 
ball game, inter- and replied: . Jack and Evelyn will motor to Bis-
est in it would "I have looked over both teams marck, N. D., where they will · vis-
have ·been more carefully, have become familiar it Evelyn's aunt, Miss N~llie 
i n t e n s e if the with their personnel and have· Stearns, who- is a teacher in the 
lead had alter- studied their records. And from Bismarck schools, and also her 
nated score by. the study which I have made I am uncle and , aunt, Mr. and Mrs. 
score th r o ugh quite convinced that "WE'' will Frank E.. Fitzsimmons. Mr. Fitz .. 
the game, with win." simmons is manager of KFYR at 
the winning score made in the last . Could 'a more diplomatic answer Bismarck. They will then proceed 
few seconds. But we can't have have been given? to Fessenden, N. D., where they 
everything, -· and University fans * * * will visit the bridegroom's .father, 
had their anxious moments in the W. C. HUSBAND, WHO PRAC- Mr. J. W. Thornton, and from 
first quarter when their goal was tices law at Harlow~on, Mont., is there 'they will return to their fu_. 
threatened several times. not only a graduate of the Univer- ture home i:q. Oklahoma City, 
* * * sity of North Dakota, but the Okla.JI . 
IT IS NOT EASY TO UNDER- father of several other graduates. * * * 
stand what perverted sense of bu- In renewing a Herald subscription HUNTERS . :WILL · BE INTER,;, 
mor prompted the theft of the for· his mother, who lives at Har- ested in Mr. Husband's· reference 
nickel trophy. That trophy was ris, Saskatchewan, he writes: to big game conditions in th~ Monoj, 
intended to · be the , common pos- "It inay be of some interest to tana mountains. On this subject he 
s.ession of the two ~chools. It was you that my son, Gordon,. who writes: · · 
prepared by the Blue Key organi- graduated from the College of . "-The hunting , season here is in 
zations of both, to be presented by Business Administration at . the full blast. · You know that the Belt 
them to the two schools to be kept University in 1935, is now district Mo.untains immediately · ,north ot 
for annual · competition. It is true manager for ' the Standard Oil Co. here is a great hunting area. Near .. 
that the trophy was recovered aft- for northern Montana, with head- ly everyone who goes out gets a 
er the festivities were over, so quarters at Wolf Point. He is do- deer. There have been several 
that it may be .. said that no harm ing quite nicely. bear brought to town, several wild 
was 'done. But harm was done. A * * * . cats, and a mountain lion. Yester~ 
. striking feature on an excellent "MY DAUGHTER, JEAN, WHO d~y, a ·group of hunters· brought' 'in 
number, which would have been also graduated from the ' College ·eight · 1arge bucks on one . truck. It 
'pleasing to t~n thousand · people of Business Administration of the was quite a · sight. Augie ·Dela.n, 
was spoiled, and the pleasure of (J. N. D., but ~n 1934, is now a sec- "Gabby" Hartnett, ' and · Pitcher 
all those people was ·impaired to retary in the State Board of French of the Chicago Cubs, are· iri 
that extent. It wasn't well done. Health at Helena, . Mont., and my the mountains northwes~ Of here 
·* * * youngest daughter; Evelyn, who now. rhere is hardly enougn· snow 
THE JOB OF BEING PRES!- graduated from the College of · Ed- yet to make hunting· the best. 
dent of two important schools in ucation of the University of North Strange as it may .seem, ,the forest 
the same state calls for more dip- Dakota, in 1937, will be married rangers report that the· deer :fn 
lomacy than most of us possess. next Saturday, October 30, in our the forest range· are increasing. 
Dr. John C. West is president of home · in Harlowton, to Mr. John Of course, it is evident that the elk 
the University and acting presi- F. T.hornton, who was a graduate are increasing." 
UNDA Y'S HE RA L D CON- fo~nd that in the clerkship to slight that it took me some time 
tained a picture of the office of which he had been appointed there to figure out what made the 
the clerk of court in the old was nothing to do, .and as he blamed thing go. I have often 
Grand Forks courthouse, showing, couldn't see any sense in sitting wondered since how far back in 
in the interior, around and doing , nothing and human history it was that man 
M. w. Spauld- drawing the taxpayers' money discovered· that he could make a 
i 1 k C L from the state treasury· he had re- stream propel a boat across its ng, c er ; . ·. 
Grab~r, deputy; signed and come home. How un- surface in either direction without 
and . John Foley, comfortable he would have felt in any effort on his part. 
of Johnstown, the general set-up of 1937! * * * 
who happened to * * * NEWS OF THE DEATH OF 
be in the office AN ARTICLE IN THE MINNE- Dr. Charles W. Gordon, known to 
0 n b ·U sines s apolis Journal tells of the aband- the world under his pen name, 
when the picture onment of the ferry on the Miss~ Ralph Connor, will bring a pang 
was taken. 'l"he issippi at Dayton, some miles up of regret to a multitude of readers 
picture recalls to the river from Minneapolis. That who ·, have enjoyed his stories, and 
me a little story is believed to have been the last especially his descriptions of the 
about C. L. Grab- ferry in operation on the Mississ- Canadian life whch he knew so 
er. ippi. It crossed · the river about well. A native of Ontario, he was 
Mr. Graber had midway between two bridges six for several years a missionary in 
definite opinions Davlea. or eight miles apart, and for a long the Canadian northwest, and in 
of his own on time travelers crossed by the fer- that service he gained first-hand 
many subjects, and he never hesi- ry rather than qrive the few ad- knowledge of life in the mountains 
tated to make those opinions ditional miles to either bridge. Bet- and on the great plains, among 
known when there was occasion ter roads and changed traffic re- fur traders and pioneer settlers. 
for expressing them. Whether he duced the terry patronage almost For many years he was pastor of 
happened to be one of the major- to nothing, and the old craft, St. Stephen's Presbyterian church 
ity or of the minority made no which had done duty for 50 years in Winnipeg. 
difference to him. He had old- was pulled up on the bank to be * * * 
fashioned ideas about the laborer broken up. WHILE HE WROTE VOLUM-
being worthy of his hire· and the * * * inously of life both east and west, 
theory of an honest day's work ·oNE OF MY VERY EARLY it was the description of life and 
for a fair day's pay. It never oc- recollections is of a ferry that Canadian life which he knew so 
curred to him that anybody owed crossed the Grand river at i:! ew- his earlier books, "The Man From 
him a living unless · he hustled for port, a few miles below Bran!ford, Glengarry,'' that made him fa-
it. Ont. There had been a bridge at mous. In that book he described 
* * * that point, but it had been swept people and scenes familiar to him 
ONE WINTER, AFTER RE- away in a flood, and a ferry serv- in his own boyhood in the rugged 
tiring from his ser.vice at the 
courthouse, he was appointed 
clerk of a legislative committee at 
Bismarck during the· session of the 
legislature. Shortly before the 
opening of the session he packed 
his grip and took the train for 
Bismarck, expecting to stay dur-
ing the session. In about a week 
he was back home. When friends 
inquired why he said that he had 
lee was instalI°ed instead. The fer- county of Glengarry. A later book, 
ry was operated by man-power. A "The· Sky P.ilot," was one of the 
chain ran from bank to bank over best sellers of its time. His more 
a toothed wheel on the ferry and recent books proved less popular. 
the wheel was turned by means of Public taste had changed, and per-
a crank. A boy could do the job, haps his hand had lost some of its 
but it was heavy pulling. earlier cunning. Dr. Gordon, who 
* * * served during the World war as 
THE FIRST FERRY OPER· chaplain of a Highland regiment, 
ated by .the current of the stream visited Grand Forks shortly before 
itself was at Pembina in 1884, and the close of the ar and was given 
my knowledge of physics was so an enthusiastic reception. 
SOME DAYS · AGO I WROTE was more valuable than ·an the any blustery weather. Yet there 
about a dog that I knew years ago, money ever minted." seems to hav~ been a greater con-
~a fierce · brute of whose "watch- ANYONE * wfio iJAs EVER sumption of fuel than usual. Up to 
fulness" his owner boasted, but a November 1 I have used more fuel known and loved · a dog can appre-
menace to every.,. ciate the sorrow that was brought than in any preceding September 
one who came to that family by the poisoning of and October in eight years. Some 
near the prem- the dog that had become 80 much of my friends who keep close 
ises. Elmer Knut- a part of the family life. I had check on fuel tell me that this has 
son, of Hatton, . th t . h.l t been trieir experience. The fact 
·t a experience once w 1 e empor- seems to be that while there has 
wri es: '··· arily a way from home, and I shall 
"The dog you never forget the shock with which been no severe weather both days 
decribe in your I read a telegram telling me that and nights have been . more uni-
column of Octob- Toby was dead. The poisoner had formly cool, requiring a little fire 
er 27 was surely got him. most of th~ time, whereas in oth-
a nuisance and a er years fires have been more in-
* * * ' t menace. Howev- termit ent. 
er, I w-0uld like THE FIRST DOG THAT I EV- 1 * * .. * 
t er knew was a beautiful brown and WE HEAR NOTHING THESE 0 ha v e your white spaniel several years · older 
opinion regard- days of straw-burning . devices. 
ing the other than myself. One day, while he was Years ago many persons were busy 
kind of dog.'' Mr. only two or three months old, ~e trying to devise ways · to utilize 
Knutson incloses Davies. disappeared from my grandfather's waste straw on the farms for fuel. 
a photograph of a beautiful dog, home, and the most careful sear9h Thomas Edison, of Larimore, a 
seated upright on a lawn, with failed to indicate what had become cousiri, I think, of the great invent-
front paws raised, while a little of him. Three weeks later he re- or, built a plant for briquetting 
girl stoops over him, apparently to turned, thin, unkept and footsore, straw. The straw, probably mixed 
offer him some tid-bit. Concerning and delighted to be home again. with some sort of blinder, was com-
this dog Mr. Knutson writes: Later it was learned that he had pressed into smal(cylinders, about 
* * * been picked up by passing team- the size of large !Joal . briquettes, 
'THE SNAP ·INCLOSED IS OF sters hauling lumber to a point 20 each perforated to provide draft. 
a dog that would sit by the back or 30 miles away. He had been That did not prove a success. Then 
door most of the day. At other shut up, had refused to eat, and someone built a sheet-iron drum, 
times ·he would be at the heels of finally had escaped, to find his about the siz·e of a garbage can, 
some member of the family. On way home across miles of country which, packed tight with straw, 
two occasions I have·· known him which he had never seen. was inverted .over the ashpan of a 
to growl and snap when torment- · * * * kitchen stove and · the straw. was 
ed beyond his patience, and that in ALTHOUGH HE WAS MY SE- set on fire at the bottom. The idea 
his own back yard. Regarding it nior by sever~l years, he and I was for the straw to slide down as 
as too much of an inconvenience to were playfellows until old age made it burned from .the bottom and 
keep his tormentors away, poison him deaf, almost blind, and rack- the flame would be carried through 
was placed · about 10 feet from ed his joints with pain. It became the stove. When the straw in one 
where the dog used to . sit. Thus necessary to · remove · him, but aft'." drum was exhausted anothPr drum, 
was a danger removed that was er his death there was sorrowing kept ready, woµld .:replace it. Then 
not a danger. This - poison was in that family for many days. there have been shown at some of 
planted one day · when dog and * * * the fairs machines for making gas 
family were not at home. This dog THIS HAS BEEN A MI~D from straw, a thing physically 
had no dollars and cents value, but fall in the sense that there -has possible, but apparently not sue-
to the little mistress on the snap it been no severe cold and scarcely cessful in actual practice~ 
REPAIR, RENOVATION AND 
rededication of the Grand Forks 
Methodist church following the use 
of part · of the building as a tem-
. porary postoffice 
and the fire of 
last spring have 
~ resulted, . among 
other thing~, in· 
the recovery ·of 
the b o o k con-
taining the · offi-
cial record of the 
early history of 
the church, ·a 
book which has 
been missing for 
many years. ·Per-
sons wishing to 
acquaint the iµ -
selves with . the 
early history of · Davies. 
this, the first church to be estab-
lished in Grand Forks have been 
puzzled by the absence of any doc-
umentary record of the early years 
ot the church, and for some time it 
has been accepted that the book 
containing such record was irre-
trievably lost. 
* * * 
:A. FEW WEEKS AGO DR. T. 
Ross Hicks, pastor of the church, 
received a letter from the pastor of 
a M~thodist church at Monroe, 
Wis., saying that he bad seen in a 
church paper mention of the Re-
dedication of the Grand Forks 
church, also that he had found in 
a miscellaneous collection of ma-
terial in his church the original 
record book of the Grand Forks 
church, which h.e would be glad to 
forward. Dr. Hicks replied, with 
thanks, and the book arrived a few 
days ago • .Apparently it was car-
ried away inadvertently among the 
effects of Rev. W. W. Moore, who 
was ·pastor of the local church 
about · 1909, and who was subse-
quently pasb;>r at Monroe, and had 
remained unnoticed until a short 
time ago. 
TOGETHER WITH THE US-, Griggs, and Alex <9aptain) Griggs 
ual record of membership, bapt- gave to the congregation the lots 
isms, marriages and deaths, the on which the church was subse-
book contains a summary of quently built. The v1llage at tlia.t 
church history from the beginning time consisted principally . of a · few 
until sometime in 1887, about the small houses· and a sawmill. 
close of the pastorate of Rev. * * * 
Frank Doran, by whom the sketch DR. DORAN'$ RECORD LISTS 
was prepared. According to this the early pastor~, tells of the p~og-
.tr th f. t M th d. t i i ress of the society, and mentions 
ou me e irs e O 18 m n s- the various steps taken in the 
ters who visited Grand Forks of completion of the church building 
whom there · is any record were and the erection of a parsonage. 
Bishop Gilbert Hoven, Chauncey On April 17, 1887, the church ob-
Hobart and Rev. Henry J. Christ, served its thirteenth anniversary, 
who made a trip , down the Red and hi the program, which is given 
river and stopped at Grand Forks as follows, there appel\r some fam-
f or a few hours. In December, iliar names: 
1873, the first Methodist service in * * * 
Grand Forks was held by Rev. "PRAYER BY JOSEPH BROWN, 
John Webb, who had 'been appoint- the oldest Methodist living in the 
ed to the Northern Pacific mis- Red river valley. 
sion, which extended from the Red "Addresses by G. B. Winship, ed-
river to the Missouri and north itor -of The Grand Forks Herald, 
from Fargo and Bismarck to the an account of . the first religious 
Canadian line. In · the following service attended in the northwest 
yeai- arrangements were begun, but in 1868 .. 
not completed for the · bu1lding of a * * * 
church at Grand Forks. The move- "MAYOR D. HOLMES, AN AC-
ment was revived in 1875 and the ·count of the -first Methodist ser-
framework of a building was erect- mon preached in Grand Forks. 
ed, but the building was not com- .- "Mrs. Cutts, history of the Sab-
pleted until two years later. ·. bath school from the first to tbe 
* * * present. 
IN 1874-75, REV. G. M. CURL, "James Elton gave an account of 
a young man from Iowa, taught the general character of the people 
the first school in Grand Forks, in 1874-75. , · · 
and while he was not install'ed as.. HMrs. Sue R. Caswell told how 
pastor· he preached occasionally i:n they secured the first church or-
the local church. At a later period gan by concel't and sociable. 
Mr. Curl was pastor at C1are- "W. J. Anderson, the firs·t record-
mong, N. H., to be followed after ing ·steward, gave ·a · sketch of the 
an interval by Rev. T. Ross Hicks. finances. 
Dr. Hicks is now pastor of the "Rev. Iddings told of the organ-
Grand Forks church where Mr. ization of the Presbyterian society 
Curl did his first preaching, the and their first service in the Meth-
two services being separated by an odist church." . 
intervaJ of some 60 years. . * * * 
* .* * THERE- ARE OTHER INTER-
BEFORE THE CHURCH WAS esting items in that old church 
built services were held alternate- reQord . which must be reserved fo 
ly in the homes of Alex and john another day. · · · 
·----t --........ ~~~==~=~~~~~~~~--=~~=,..._------ --
THE ~ETHODIST RECORD and V. C. M. Griggs,· which was ten: /'A justice of the peace was 
book· to which reference was made performed by · the pastor at the engaged to marry them, but failed 
yesterday gives the names of · all church. A little later appear the to appear, and when. they sought 
the men :who served . the church names of John· E. Paulson, merch~ him they fou·nd him not. Married 
as missionaries ant, · and . Mabel D. King, both ~f . at 12, midnight.'' In the proper 
or regular pas- Hill City, D. T. Mr. Paulson was a place is ·noted a five-dollar fee. 
t o r s from the prominent merchant and state sen- * * * 
beginning u n t ,i 1 . A N O T H E R NOTE READS 
1893. They were 8:tor at Hillsboro, and a brother of 
"Husb~nd made his mark in the Revs. John Webb, Mrs. E. C. Haagensen, of Grand 
G. M. Curl, school Forks. Hillsboro appears to have presence of-" The names ·of the 
teacher and oc- been Hill City in the early days. witnesses follow. That ceremony 
casional preach- * * * brought the pastor only three dol-
er, J. B. Starkey, OTHER CO UP LE S WHOSE lars. 
S. C. Davis, H. J. · th · * 
* * Wallace, Boyce, names· appear m e marriage rec-
ord are George J. Longfellow, a ONE OF THE· MARRIAGE 
T. c~ Carter, M. relative of Henry Wadsworth Long- records was deemed of importance 
S. Kaufman, T. f 11 · R · b th f t f I · 1 · th e ow, and Anme em, o o o someone, o~ ymg· oose 1n e 
F. Allen, Fr,nk Buxton; 
1 
Bruce A. A. Griggs and book is a sheet of note paper on Doran, Henry R. 
Miller, Henry G. Catherine Elizabeth Brennan, . Geo. which is penciled a request to one 
Bilbie, and Alex- Davies. F. Blackburn and Elizabeth J. of the pastors for information as 
antler McGregor. The first list of C~oper, ~erbert N. Wells and An- to whether or not ·he married a. 
trustees given fs that of 1881._ At me B. Miller, James A. Rae _(the certain couple on a date in 1890. 
that time the trustees were Dr. c. Tea Man) and Agnes Cu11:mmgs, The note is dated 1907. The record 
E. Teel, Thomas Eckles, B. c. Tif- ~lbert J. Roddy ~nd Carrie Gul- shows that the marriage was· duly 
fany, s. w. McLaughlin, Mills llck~on, E.. R. Phmn~y and Ella performed. But the preacher got 
Church, G. 'Williamson, Frank Davis, Th<:>mas J. Smith and Em- only $1.50 for it. 
Viets, D. P. Reeves, James Twal- ~a R. i=:arker, John T. ~reem~n. * * * 
Iey, W. o. Palmer and F. Poast. and Adal!ne M. Dunn, Da~iel Dow WHAT A 1 LOT' OF HISTORY 
Most of those men were prominent and Nelhe Bell, A. L. Failor and is bound up in such a volume! Be~ 
in all the business of the town. Evelyn M. Brown, Jay T. Heffron tweel'.l the lines of the formal en-
and Loretta C. Carey and Peter tries one may read the story of the 
* · * * Morgan and Mary McGinnis. struggles and sacrifices of a · little 
THE R E C O RD OF MAR- * * * group of earnest man and women 
riages begins November 4, 1880, A RECORD WAS KEPT OF to build and maintain in a pioneer 
during the pastorate of M. S. the fee paid the pastor for each community a church which should 
Kaufman. It is not to be supposed marriage. Payments were usually be a stabilizing and inspiring in-
that there · had been no marrying $5 or $10. A few smaller sums are fluence; a hint of family life, as 
and giving in marriage before that recorded, and there are few $20 children were . born, baptjzed and 
date, but the records, if kept by items, this sum being the highest admitted t9 church fellowship; a 
those who performed the ceremo- noted. A notation says of one mar- vision of tired hands ·folded as 
nies, must have been kept in some riage, performed at a nearby town those who had worked long and 
other book. This book contains rec- in April: "Drove from the station earnestly went to their rest; ·of . the 
. ords of · more than 200 marriages. three miles in a blizzard and walk- ministrations of pastors .. who shar- · 
From · them I have selected a few ed one. and a half miles.'' The fee ed both the joys and sorJ;()WS of 
names which are familiar to me, as for that job was $10, and I have their people. ' And . as the scene is 
I am sure they will be to many no doubt the preacher thought he viewed in perspective, one cannot 
readers. earned it. escape the conclusion that those. 
* * * * * * people left something that is fine 
THE FIRST MARRIAGE REC- CONCERNING ANOTHER and enduring as evidence of their 
ord given is that of Frank L. Witt marriage Dr.' McGregor. has . writ- presence on this earth. 
______ ______._.-............ 
IN LANCASTER C O UN· T Y, who in early life entered the Cath-
Pennsylvania, there was complet- olic pristhood and later resigned to 
· ed recently, with PW A assistance, nead the independent group which 
· a _$112,000 public school building to became numerous in many parts of 
··. ·take the place of ·Europe and which has large settle-
s e v· e 'r a 1 small ments in Pennsylvania. The Amish, 
~ountry schools. an offshoot from the original body 
At the beginning are the more literal of the two in 
of tn1s $. c h o o 1 many of their observances. They 
y e a r the new do not permit their men to shave. 
b u i 1 d i n g w a s They are opposed to everything 
opened," and the partaking of the ornamental in 
small schools re- dress, carrying this opposition to 
m a i n e d closed. the degree of prohibiting the use 
No w, although ·· of buttons on clothing. All Amish 
t h e i r operation use hooks and eyes instead. ~e-
will c o s t some cause of their type of dress · they 
$6,000 a year ad- are known as "plain people." They 
ditional, they are ·emphasize the virtues of industry, 
to be reopened sobriety and integrity, and they 
and continued ip. are everywhere regarded with re-
deference to the Davies. spect even by those who do not un-
religious sentiments of some of the derstand their attitude toward 
local citizens. what others call modern progress. 
* * * * * * AMONG THE INHABITANTS A TEXAS COUNTY VOTED 
of Lancaster county are many dry a week or two ago, and one 
Amish Mennonite families who John Fowler of Lufkin moved his 
hold rigidly to the tenets and prac- beer stand to the middle of the 
tices of their groQp in matters of river, where he mounted it on 
religious· faith, clothing, amuse- stilts. Complaint was made against 
ments and modern conveniences. 
Their religious convictions forbid him on the charge of obstructing a 
them to make use of the facilities navigable stream. John posted a 
I' of the ·new sch_ool, . because,· among bond of $250, but remarked "Noth-ing but a catfish could navigate other things, it is equipped with that sand bed." I electricity and radio, of both of 
which the Amish disapprove. They * * * 
have refused to ·send their children OLD-TIMERS REM E! MB ER 
to the new school and a delegation the days when saloons were oper-
of their representatives waited on ated in the middle of the Red riv-
the governor requesting that the er of the North at Grand Forks. 
old schools be reopened. This is to An East Grand Forks fire one 
be done, and the equfvalent of the morning destroyed the principal 
"little red schoolhouse" will remain saloons near the bridge, also the 
a feature of Lancaster county .life. bridge approach. It was in the mid-
* * * dle of winter, and _ rebuilding of the 
THE AMISH ARE A BRANCH original sites at that season was 
of the Mennonites, with whose impossible. Several of the saloon 
colony just north of the border in men moved down onto the ice, 
_ Manitoba many North Dakotans where they built tar-papered 
are familiar. · The Mennonite or- shacks, with rough board floors 
ganization originated in Switzer- covered with sawdust and installed 
. lafld in the early part of the six- bars behind which were kept about 
teenth century. The name is deriv- all the kinds of drinkables that 
ed from that of Menno Simons anyone could ask for. 
IT WASN'T CLEAR IN WHOSE 
jurisdiction the saloons were, . but 
toward spring hints· were conven-
ed to them by federal agents that 
they had better move. They were 
going to move, anyway, as the ice 
would soon be going out. When 
one of the river saloons ·was de-
molished a workman accidentally 
struck the ice on which it had 
stood with a scantling and the 
stick went clear through, revealing 
ice barely thick enough to bear a 
man's weight. The heat in the 
building had protected the ice 
from above, and the river current 
has worn it away until their .was 
only a mer_e shell left. Bartenders 
and patrons shivered at the 
thought that the whole outfit 
might have dropped right through. 
* * * BEAVERS ARE NOT NUMER· 
ous in North Dakota, but the few 
that there have occasionally . creat-
ed problems for the farmers near 
whose lands they build their dams. 
The fallowing dispatch from An-
derson's Corners, ·Quebec tells of 
the trouble that beavers sometimes 
cause away down east: · 
"Randle Boyd's beaver troubles 
are getting deeper and deeper, and 
so is the water that flooded a ma- · 
jor portion of his farm and de-
stroyed his summer crops. 
"It all started a couple ~ of 
months ago when · beavers decided 
to do some bridge-building in a 20-
f oot creek on Boyd's farm. Water 
flooded the land, ruining crops. 
"Before Boyd could act, the 
Quebec government forbade him to 
interfere with , the beavers until 
next spring at least. Tied by t~e 
game laws, Boyd' settled down to 
wait. But the worst was . yet to 
come. 
"The beavers now have started 
another dam, bigge·r than the last. 
With the government behind them, . 
the beavers continue to work in-
dustriously. And all Boyd can do is 
hope for an early freeze-up. 
IS IT ·POSS! LE FOR ONE he has conducted hundreds of negative cannot be proven and the 
mind to interpret the thought in ·thousands of tests intended to shed nearest approach to proof of the 
another mind, or to receive a mes .. light on the possibility of telepathy affairmative thus far seems to be 
sage from another without physi.. and clairvoyance. the development of strong ·. proba-
c a I m e a n s : o f * * * bllity. 
c o m m u nication THOSE TESTS, THE METHOD * * * 
by any means of which is described in the b.ook, I FOUND ON MY DESK A 
yet discovered? qonsisted chiefly in the · reading or apple -with a note from J. W. Wol- ·_ 
Is it poss i b 1 e matching of cards whose faces ford, 1005 Oak street, saying that , 
for one to per- were concealed from the subject. the apple grew this year on a tree 
c·eive objects Careful record was kept of each in northern Indiana which Mr. 
which are invi- test and the accuracy of the ef- Wolford planted in 1882. The tree 
sible, and which fort me.de . was checked against is now 3 * feet in diameter, and its 
, may be distant the mathematically ascertained top is 60 feet in diameter. One re-
mlles, or huti... chances in . each case. From the markable thing is that since the 
dreds . :of miles? many persons who took tests there tree . began bearing it has never 
Belief in both were selected several whose pre- had a crop failure. Mr. . Wolford 
of these posslbi.. ception under the test conditions says that the apple, variety un-
lities seems to seemed . unusually good, and with known, is not a very good -keeper, 
have been com- these subjects tests running to the being one of about a mid-season 
Davies. mon to all pri .. hundreds of thousands were con- variety. m i t l v e peoples. ducted. In tests of a kind in which 
Always it has been associated with the mathematical law of averages 
the . supernatural, and in our own would indicate a score of 5, many 
time the "Second sight," belief in of the subjects scored consistent .. 
which persists in some measures ly 9, 10 or more, and in some in-
in every· country, is almost always stances scores of 100 were made. 
attributed to the interposition of * * * 
spirits from another world. THIS CONVINCED DR. RHINE 
* * * that there is a field of perception 
EVERYONE HAS HEARD IF outside of the recognized senses, 
incidents, and probably most "of us that this kind of perception is 
have experienced them which we stronger in some individuals, and 
~re at a loss to explain, and which that it is affected by the environ-
involve at least the possibility of ment and mental state of the sub-
telepathy or clairvoyance. Usually ject. Dr. Alexis Carrel, in a recent 
these are dismissed as attributable book, accepts both telepathy and 
to chance or coincidence, .but in clairvoyance as demonstrated facts. 
many minds there has been left There is no suggestion in Dr. 
the question: Is there anything in Rhine's book of belief in the in-
telepathy or clairvoyance? Desul- terposition of spirits. ' 
tory tests have been conducted, · * * * 
1 with uncertain results. Believers WHILE THE SCORES MADE 
have been confined in their. belief, by Dr. Rhine's subjects are so far 
and doubters have been left still above the mathematical probabili-
doubting. ties as to seem convincing, there 
* * * are those who still hold the theory 
I HAVE JUST BEEN READ- under investigation not proven. 
l
ing Dr. J. B. Rhine's book, "New There is a report of ·a series of 
Fron.tiers of the Mind," which tells tests conducted on the basis of 
the story of the first , scientific pure chance where the scores 
large-SP,ale-investigation of the su:t>- made were as high as many of 
ject · of extra-sensory perception. those made by Dr. Rhine's su~-
Dr. R~ine is a professor of psy- jects, and far in excess of mathe-
chology at Duke university, North matical expectations. The subject 
Carolina, where, for several years · is one of those concerning which a 
* * * MY BOYHOOD WAS SPENT 
in an apple country, and some fine 
fru:it was grown in our, part of the 
country, but we always expected 
a heavy yield in one year to be 
followed by a . light ·one the next. 
This. · variation '$eemed · to be pecu-
liar to the tree and n;,t so much 
to the season. In an orchard 
some trees would have their off 
year when the others were be·aring 
abundantly. 
-
* * * MR. WOLFORD'S APPLE IS 
of medium size, juicy, and of ev-
cellent quality. It is of a type 
which would not stand rough us-
age. In that it resembles an apple 
grown in one orchard in the east 
for which the only name known 
was ''wine apple," not winesap. 
The wine apple was of immense 
size, green tinged with red, and 
very juicy. Tbe slightest bruise 
would cause the fruit to · spoil 
within a short time. To, avoid· this 
the apples were picked carefully, 
a boy climbing the tree and pick-
ing the apples one at a · time and 
tossing them to another boy on the 
ground · who placed them carefully 
in a basket. Kept in a. cool cel-
lar they were at their best about 
midwinter. 9 
IF · IT IS TRUE THAT "UN- study of labor conditions there is · a 
easy lies the head that wears a 
crown, it is also true t.,_at the 
h e a d that has 
worn a crown is 
not alto g e t h e. r 
comfortable aft.;; 
er the crown has 
been doffed. It 
w a ·s rep or t e d 
that King Ed-
ward VIII of 
Britain did not 
enjoy his job of 
being king. At 
any rate, he ab-
andoned it rath-
er than be denied 
the privilege of 
m a r r y i n g the 
w o m a n of his Davies. 
choice. And _now that he has be-
come· a private cit1ze11t he finds 
that he is still denied the freedom 
to go and . come at his . own plea-
su're, freedom which most other 
men enjoy. 
* * * AS A MATTER OF FACT, ED-
ward, duke of Windsor, is not 
quite a private citizen. Though he 
holds no official position and has 
no part in the affairs of govern-
ment, . he is still a member of a 
royal family. If he go_es fishing, or 
bunting, or tobogganing. he may be 
able to amuse himself in such 
ways without having his acts sub-
jected to public scrutiny to discov-
er whether or not they have any 
political significance. But if ·he 
pays a call on the ruler of a state 
curiosity- ls at once aroused, and if 
he announce.s that he is making a 
question as to what social or ~eco-
nomic policy he may have up his 
sleeve. 
* * * THERE IS EVERY 'REASON 
to believe that Edward's . interest in 
the condition of the underprivileg-
ed is real. Evidences of that inter-
est have been too numerous and 
date back too many tears to admit 
the · thought that his attitude was a 
mere pose. Doubtless he has found 
real pleasure in the thought that, 
freed from the responsibilities and 
complexities of public office, he 
would be free to study such prob-
lems as those affecting labor and 
housing and· be able to make a real 
contribution to the welfare of 
those whose lives are narrow and 
barren. 
* * * 
· HIS EXPERIENCE THUS FAR 
has not been fortunate. His tour of 
Germany was necessarily under the 
guidance of the Nazi authorities, 
and there arose immediately the 
suspicion that · he was being used 
as an unwitting ~gent of Nazi pro-
paganda. With trunks packed, tick-
ets bought and all preparations 
~ade for a . tour of American in-
'd ustrial centers it became neces-
sary to abandon his plans because 
of a flurry over the labor relations 
of .the American manager of the 
trip. If Edward had been merely 
a private citizen probably there 
would have been no labor protest 
over his being guided by Bedaux, 
and if such protest had been made 
in some locality little attention 
would have been paid to it. But 
there was the possibility of dem-
onstrations, not against th~ duke, 
but against the sponsor, with the 
further possibility that the duke's 
British friends would have been 
angered and the friendly relations 
between two great nation• might 
have been impaired. 
* * * EDWARD'S SITU ATlON IS 
not a happy one. Many , who had 
regarded him w,ith affection ob-
served with regret what they held 
to be his failure to measure up to 
the responsibilities and opportuni• 
ties of the high station . in which 
fate had placed him. They will now 
regret that he is . thwarted in his 
desire to live the life ot a normal 
human being and to be of some 
service as a · man though lacking 
qualities required of a king. 
* * * JUST WHAT, HAS BEEN .A.C-
complished by Edward's tour of 
German factories, or what could 
be accomplished by a similar tour 
of American industries . is an open 
question. On such a tour the tour-
ist, if an eminent person, is per-
mitted to see what those about 
him wish him to see. That ls true 
no matter . whether he 1a touring 
Soviet Russia or Nazi Germany, ao 
matter whether .Jn Am~rica· he is 
guided by the agents of big busi-
ness or representatives of the most 
radical of labor organizations. In 
any case he is permitted to look 
only through colored spectacles. 
Nevertheless, the duke of Windsor 
will be given ·.,much sympathy in 
the wrecking o_f plans on which he 
had set his heart. 
. I 'DIDN'T APPROVE OF HUGO is paying . the· full regular price, us- (?nes, the idea being to facilitate 
L. Black while he was. senator from uauy: a stiff one, for whatever it is contour plowing. The fence fol-
Ala. b. ama, . and I thought, and sUil that he· receives. Probably one is lows the line of · the plowing in-
weak-minded to fall for such a stead of th.e plowing the course of 
think~ that his appointment to 
· s u p r e m e. eourt 
w a s shockingly 
p o o r business. 
But the first op-
inion written by 
him in bis new 
position is one 
that ' somebody 
ought to h av e 
made long ago. 
In effect the de-
the scheme, 'but that , does not justify the fence. The old rail fence was 
the perpetration of a fraud. I c~m- crooked enough in detail, although 
·cur -emphatic~ny· in the opinion its general course m i g h t be , 
written , by Justice Black. So, by the straight. The angles in the old rail 
way, did all the other ·justices. fence were quite apt to be full of 
·· · * * * rasp berry bushes, and I recall the 
IN A CHAT WITH A RAILWAY pails of. berries tpat ·were .. g~thered 
traveling agent the . conversation from the bushes that grew along 
turned on dust storms I and the one fe~c·e on a warm. hillside. 
damage done by them. The · rail- * * , * 
way man covers everything from AN OLD GERMAN FRIEND OF 
the Mississippi to the coast, a·nd he mine practices contour plowing 
cision sustains a is as familiar with the "dust without calling · it that, and with-
r u Ii n g by the bowl" as _. a boy is with the w.aY to out any reference to ·erosion. The 
I Federal Trade the cookie .dar. Mention was made neighbors said that when Fritz 
commission to the of the pictures published in many struck out a furrow he just point-
effect that the of the · magazines showing houses ,ed his team in . the general · direc-
fellow who of- Davies. and barns . all but buried in · moun- tion in which ·he wished to go, ·said 
fers · you , as a ta.ins of dust' piled up by the wind. "giddap," and let the horses choose 
present .and asks only that you pay r asked my caller how much of their own course. His plowing 
$64.50 fo~ the loose-leaf service that sort of · thing· he had seen in looked like that. In reply to re· 
which is to keep it · up to , date is the course of his travels. He an- monstrance for such plowing he · re-
telling you a falsehood and trying swered "None." He ha:d seen drifts plied calmly "Wheat vill grow yust' 
to perpetrate a fraud on you. of dust where ·the land was es- so vell on a crooked furrow as on 
* * * . peeially exposed, and often had a straight von." 
THE DODGE DESCRIBED IN tseen fences par{ly buried, where * * · * 
the suit is an old one, and it has weeds had lodged against the wires JIM,PRATT, ,AN ESSEX, CON-
been worked successfully thous- and caused the dust to collect. But necticut, blacksmith, may be co9-
ands of times. The prospect is· in- nowhere had he seen, even in is- sidered an aristocrat' among the 
formed that because of his stand· olated cases, such spectacles as smiths. One of his ancestors set up 
ing in the community the company sensationa~i~ts have described as a , shop in New England in 1642, 
has selected him, with just .. a . few being the rul~ throughout the dry and the business has been carried 
others of like eminence, to receive belt. Of course a lot of those pie- on by his descendants ever since. 
the book or article absolutely free tures have Qeen faked. A few may Jim and his wife recently ce1ebrat-
of charge and to pay only for the_ have been genuine; but instead of ed their. fiftieth wedding anniver-
service which is to _ be rendered being typical they represent ex- sary . and the occasion brought 
thereafter. Flattered by being ceptional cases due to unusual lo- fou~th some comment over the use 
selected as -0ne of a . favored few cal conditions. of the ·word "$.mithy." A black.:... 
the' prospect bites, accepts the *· *. * . smith is a .smit)l. His shop is a 
"gift," and signs the , contract. NOW THEY ARE BUILDING smithy-until it \lecomes an auto-
When he comes to he finds that he crooked fences instead of straight mobile repair shop., 
A FEW DAYS· AGO MENTION we.dding feast. . This is no light 
was made in this column of cer- collation, but a real feed, with 
ta.in peculiarities of the Amish of roast chicken, du c k s, turkeys, 
Lancaster county; Pennsylvania geese, pies and custards. The 
and of the grant- younger guests are · served first, 
ing of their re- and while their elders are enjoying 
quest that little their meal at their leisure the 
old-fashioned rur-
al schools be re- youngsters engage in outdoor 
opened for their games to work up an appetite for 
benefit, as they the next meat; which in abundance 
refused to send · 
their ·. children. to is like . unto the first. Indoor games 
t h e f i ~ e n e w and singing conclude the day. 
sch O O 1 building Those Ahish seem ·to have a pret-
recently built be- ty good time, even if they do have 
to listen to two-hour sermons. 
cause th e y ob-
jected to such in- * * * 
novations as elec- THE M EN N ON I TE S WHO 
formed a settlement in Manitoba 
tricity and radio. immediately north of the border, J u s t now · the , 
A ni i s h are en- Davies. were not Amish,. I think, but be-
longed to the main group from joying their only annual holiday. which the Amish separated in the 
* * * early years. While they did not in-
THIS IS THE AMISH "WED- sist ·on some of the observances 
A FRIEND HAS SENT ME A 
poem in Scottish dialect written by 
the late J. Keir Hardie, one of the 
founders of the 'British Lalior. par-
ty and the first Labor· member of 
the British parliament. While his 
radical views were . a constant ir-
ritation to the more conservative, 
he was universally respected for 
his ability and unquestioned sin-
cerity. The poem s~bmitted is a 
fine expression of his faith and 
piety: 
* * * EVENING PRAYER. 
By the Late J. Keir Hardie. 
When the shadows o' the e'enin' 
mingle wi' the simmer gloam-
in', 
An' the bairnies tired and wearied 
frae their play come hirplin' 
· hame; 
Auld ·grannie ere · she haps them in 
their cuddle ba' sae cosy, 
Kind a~"'' couthie draws tliem near 
her as she tells them still the 
ding season," in which for a considered fundamental by the 
month· the "plain people" relax Amish, they, too, adhered quite Auld 
their rigorous · dawn-to-dusk farm rigidly to their own· customs. 
labor and indulge in the only and Groups- of them passed through 
engage in the only real festivities Grand Forks occasionally and· al-
which they permit themselves. ways attracted attention by · the 
During the month young people of fact that the children of both 
the Amish group will be calling at sexes, no matter how small, if old 
the cou~thouse for marriage Ii- enough to walk, ·wore clothing in 
same . 
story o' the land · o' bliss, 
heaven's happy hame abune, 
· censes, and wedding feasts will be all respects except size identical 
the order of the day. In the settle- 'with them of their elders. The boys 
ment there are only about a dozen and girls appeared as men and 
mairt Amish ·families, and as mar- women in miniature. 
riages are confined almost wholly * * * 
to members of the group, practic- I HAVE UNDERSTOOD THAT 
ally all the members of the com- the Manitoba Mennonites came 
munity are related in some de- from Ru~sia. Their farming prac-
Where tb ta bairnies dwall wi' J e-
sus, freed frae ilka taint o' 
sin~ 
Syne roon her lap a' kneelin' doon, 
wi' voice and posture meek, 
They commit their souls to Jesus 
ere their wearied e'en they 
. steek-
"Tbis night I lay me down to 
sleep, 
I pray the Lord my soul to 
keep; 
If · I should die before I wake, · 
I pray the. Lord my soul to take 
To heaven, 
-For Jesus' sake) 
Amen.'' 
, gree~ As a wedding party including tices were those which they had 
i all the relatives of the couple brought , with them from Europe. 
~ would . include just , about t~e en- The people · did not live on the 
l tire community, for whom there farms but in a long · village 
,jwould not be room in any dwelling, through which the 'highway form- When the shadows o' death's 
'. such invitations are usually con- ed a single street: Usually the comin' mingle wi' life's wan-
. fintd to the unmarried "co-µsins," buildings of a family were built in in' gloamin', 
of whom there may be 100 or more. a row and attached, the family And the weary feet 9' eldhood, 
* * * dwelling at ,one end and stable, tired an' sair, come totterin' 
THE FESTIVITIES B E GIN chicken house · and so forth in or- in, 
with a two-hour sermon, .dealing der. As ·wood for fuel was scarce May· the simple faith o' childhood, 
chiefly with theological subjects, the colony followed the custom of happy confidepce in~pirin', 
1 but ending with practical advice the former European home of us- Be Ours to guide us safely. to the 
' on the· obligations and perils of· ing cow manure ·for fuel, and ev· happy hame abune; 
marriage. On this occasion the ery yard contained quantities of May the lovin~ arms o' Jesus draw 
· bride wears white for the only time that material stacked up to dry. us near Him as He whispers 
in her life, purple or black being The Manitoba colony became dlss- A hope o' life for ' ever free frae 
· worn by the women on all ·other atisfied with . provincial taxation warldly care an' strife; 
occasions. and some other .regulations and May we fa' asleep ~ommittin' our 
* * * migrated to Mexico, and ·returned so11Is into His keepin', 
FOLLOWING THE WEDDING after a few years, .but I have no Till we wauken i' the mornin', 
ceremony the table is set for the knowledge of its recent history. born to everlasti_n_~'· ,.-.1 ... i_f __ e....-· ___ ~~.i 
THIS OPEN FALL WEATHER 
has extended the opportunity to 
care for neglected trees and shrub-
bery. Trees and shrubs that are 
well established 
need little atten-
.t i o n, . as th.eir 
· roots. go deep in-
to soil that was 
well watered by 
s u m m e r rains, 
and even though 
there is 1 i t t 1 e 
m o i s t u r e .. near 
the surface, the 
water contained 
in the . lower lev-
els should be suf-
fici~nt to carry 
through the win-
ter and provide • 
for early spring Davies. 
growth. It is · different with plants 
that were started last spring and 
with fall plantings. With . them the 
root growth is ·all near the surface, 
and even though the ground may 
later be frozen solid and covered 
with snow, a certain amount of 
evaporation is in progress in win-
ter, and this may result in loss of 
the plant. Many young trees and 
shrubs . which otherwise would be 
lost may be saved by giving them 
a thorough soaking now before the 
ground freezes hard. Soaking does 
not mean watering with a sprink-
ling can, but pouring water around 
the plant until the soil will absorb 
no more. 
responsible for . Washington's sue- fictitious character he was recei~ 
cess in several important engage- ed with open arms by the Contin-
ments. He was introduced to Am- entals. What he performed is a 
erican authorities · as a former lieu- mat~er of history, but' the fable 
tenant general in ,the . service of about his antecedents was a gigan-
Frederick the . Great, the holder of ti~ hoax of , a character to 'delig~t 
many important offices, and the the soul of that fine old hoaxer, 
owner of v~st estates, all of which Benjamin Franklin. 
he was , willing to 'give up in order * ~ * * 
that he might serve the cause of SENATOR NYE MAY · BE IN-
the struggling colonists. terested in learning, if he does not 
* . * * know it already, tha~ the passage 
HE TOOK OVER THE TASK money of this impecunious soldier 
of organizing the raw recruits into of fortune who came over to sell 
a real army and he made a thor- his services to a foreign army, was 
ough job of it. He was rewarded paid by a dummy. German firm 
with money and lands, at least one which was·· known as· Hortalez & 
city was named for him, there are Co., ostensibly a commercial cor-
numerous busts and statues of him, poration, but whose real business 
and a society was formed .to perpe- was the sale and shipment to the 
tuate his memory. ·without detract- colonies of arms and mm1itions. 
ing in any way from the services The Steuben society and the city 
which Steube:r:i performed for the of Steubenville, N. Y., will now 
colonists, General ·Palmer ' tells his have· 'the floor. 
readers, . after long and patient re- * *' * 
search among the records · tha~ he ONE· HUNDRED YEARS AFT-
came to America under a fictitious er the . day on which young Elijah 
reputation which was built up for Parish Lovejoy received his degree 
him by Franklin, that he had held from Waterville college (now Col-
no rank in Frederick's army above by) at Waterville, Maine, Herbert 
that of captain, that he had no es- Hoover m~de an earnest appeal at 
tates, but was deeply in debt, and ' the college for protection of free-
that he came to America, not be- dom of speech and of the press, 
cause of sympathy for the Amer- the occasion being exercises in 
lean cause, but because there was memory of Lovejoy, who, as editor 
here an opportunity for employ- of an abolitionist paper, had press 
ment as a professional soldier, em- after ,p;ress destroyed, and met his 
ployment which he had sought un- death · at the hands of an angry 
successfully in one European army mob . at Alton, 1:;II. One hundred 
after · another. years and one day after the death 
* * * * * * of Lo:vejoy the final entry in the 
A NEW BOOK ON THE LIFE PALMER SAYS THAT FRANK- probate of his estate was made at 
of Baron von, Steuben, by. John Mc- lin, with whom Steuben had been the courthouse in Madison county, 
Auley Palme:r, a retired American brought in contact, felt that ' he Illinois. Probate of the estate had 
brigadier general, is likely to could be of great service to Wash- ben pending for 90 years, the 
cause a stir. Steuben was a Prus- 'ington, but he knew that the col· heirs having wait~d, apparently, 
sian soldier who came to the Unit:- onial officers would resent having for 10 years to present the matter 
ed States during the Revolution, an obscure captain placed in auth- to a friendly court. Only recently 
took service with · the Continental ori'ty over them. There was there- was it discovered that the final 
· army, .drilled the troops to a high fore created the myth of Steuben's entry in the proceedings had never 
· state of efficiency, and was largely dignities and estates, and in his been made. 
A BRIEF NEWS NOTE ON list of reminiscences. The judge's 
Thursday told of the death at her grandfather was wounded at the 
home in Minot of Mrs. Isabella battle of Inkerman in that cam-
. Scarlett, a former 
Grand Forks. 
Mrs.. Scar 1 e t t ' s 
husband, Colonel 
Alex Scarlett, who 
died many years 
ago, had charge 
resident of paign, and a great uncle was killed 
in a skirmish at Balak~va. 
* * ·* THE MAIL BRINGS FROM 
Mrs. J. Hildremyer, of Peters-
burg, a lady of 77 years of age, a 
little bunch of pansy blossoms 
with the following not£: of the Herald's 
criculation at Mi-
not and adjacent 
territory for sev-
eral y e a r s. In 
Grand Forks he 
was a member 
"I picked these pansies Armi-
stice day in niy flower bed on the 
· · lawn. My pansies have been bloom-
ing all fall, and I find fresh flow-
ers every morning." 
of t h e c o u n t y 
auditor's staff 
under the incum-
bency of County 
Auditor John 
Nelson. 
* * * 
Davies. 
COLONEL SCARLETT WAS 
an intimate friend of Justice Phil 
McLoughlin, who recalls many in-
teresting visits with him. Scar-
lett was a grandson of the Briga-
dier General J. Y, -Scarlett who 
commanded the Heavy Brigade at 
the famous battle of Balaklava in 
the Crimean war. It was the 
charge of the Light Brigade in 
that engagement which was made 
the subject of .. Tennyson's immor-
tal poem. Just preceding that his-
toric and futile charge (from a 
mi 1 it a r y standpoint) Scarlett's 
Heavy Brigade, had charged the 
Russian enemy, broken up his for-
mations and driven him from his 
positions. Then came the fateful 
order, in making which "some-
one had blundered,'' and th.e men 
of the Light Brigade rode ''into 
the jaws of death, into the mouth 
of helL" 
* * * THE CRIMEAN WAR FIG-
r ures largely in Judge McLoughlin's 
* * * MRS. HILDREMYER'S BLOS-
soms are fresh, with their color-
ing as dainty as in summer. One 
of the satisfactory things about 
pansies is their persistence in 
blooming until late in the fall, aft-
er all the other flowering plants 
have gone to sleep. And in many 
cases blossoms that are snowed in 
in the fall will retain their vitali-
ty through the winter and .come 
forth fresh and bright in the 
spring. Pansy plants may easily be 
kept over winter, but I think finer 
blossoms are produced from new 
seedling plan ts. 
* * * DR. ANDREW EKERN, OF 
whose de·ath mention was made in 
the news columns of the Herald, 
was not only an accomplished pro-
fessional man, but he was active 
in the business and civic affairs of 
each community in which he made 
his home. During his long resi-
dence in Grand Forks he partici-
pated in all movements making for 
public progress, and when he es-
tablished his home in San Diego 
he soon became recognized as one 
of the city's influential and pro-
gressive citizens. During bis resi-
dence here he and George B. Win-
ship formed a close friendship, 
and in California that; . pleasant as-
sociation was continued up to the 
time of Mr. Winship's death. 
~ *' * IN MY RECOLLECTION OF 
Dr. ~kern, whom I came to know 
well, there is the memory of an 
adtven ture of mine in applied phys-
ics which made a lasting impres-
sion on me. For many years the 
doctor had his offices on the sec-
ond floor of the old Herald build-
ing. That floor being needed for 
enlarged. newspaper quarters Dr. 
Ekern found quarters elsewhe . In 
one small room which had been 
used as a laboratory two wires 
had been snipped off and . their ex-
posed ends projected a few inches 
through the wall. I supposed them 
to be telephone wires, and as I h~d 
read of the remarkably low current 
required for the operation of a 
telephone I thought I would ex-
periment to discover if. the current 
were strong enough to cause a 
spark. Holding the wires by their 
insulated covers, one in each hand, 
I brought the copper ends nearer 
and nea;.~er together, watching care-
fully for the expected spark. I saw 
it, all right! The moment those two 
wires came in contact there was 
a blinding flash which completely 
filled the air and the sound of a 
deafening explosion. Instinctively I 
closed my eyes. When I had cour-
age to reopen them I found that 
my coat, my hair, and the wall~ 
and floors around me were spat-
tered with melted copper. For-
tunately my eyes had escaped. 
Those wires, ins'tead of being tele-
phone wires, were charged power 
wires which had been attached to 
some of the doctor's ~pparatus. 
Some workman had snipped them 
off and left them charged and ex 
posed. Then and there I devel<?ped . 
a suspicion of wires of all kmds 
which ha~ never lef_t _..,...m_,,e_.-· ~-~~-~ 
MARGARET CABLE, OF even at a snail's pace. In places There a.re pictuves showing how 
the University ceramics depart .. the road was washed out com- the· work is now performed with 
ment, was conducting a demonstra- pletely, and where there had been mechanical equipment of all kinds, 
tion in clay working before one of bridges across dry creek beds the and accompanying · them ·are 0th-
the junior classes bridges were gone and the creeks ers showing the laborious methods 
in an out-of-town were full. employed in earlier- periods. One 
school. She ex~ * * * picture shows a group ·of Japanese 
hibited pieces of ALL THIS, HOWEVER, DID laborers driving piling for the 
pottery and ex- not ·happen in North Dakota, but foundation of one- of the' buildings 
plained that they in Texas, where Highway 81 at the Centennial of 1876 in Phila-
w e r e all made reaches the Gulf after starting at delphia. Eight men are shown tug· 
from North . Da- the Canadian boundary and follow- ging at the ropes which raise a 
kota clay, and ing the Grand Forks meridian weight to the top of a tripod about 
that the glazing, more or less faithfully on its way 10 feet high. I was a little surpris-
in all its varied to the · south pole. The outfit that ed at that, because I can remem• 
tints, . was of · ma- had all that trouble on 81 was a ber seeing a horse-operated pile .. 
terial extracted new motorized infantry division of driver in 1 action even earlier , than 
from North Da- the regular army on its way north 1876, and the weight was dropped 
kota soil, The de ... to capture Oklahoma, or at least to from a much greater height than 
s i g n s, too, ot smash the def ens es which were ex- is shown in the picture. 
many of th e pected to be found· at the Oklaho- * * * Davies. pieces· made at ma border. One result of the· exper- IT MAY BE THAT THE ELE-
the University, were distinctively ience was to demonstrate that a ment of speed had something tfl do 
North Dakotan, some of them be- motorized army can move success- with it. The horse outfit was pret-
ing decorated with Indian figures fully · 'in mud. That may be all ty ·slow, and probably men work-
or symbols, some with the Bison, right with Texas mud, but it would · ing in unison would operate more 
and ome with th state flower. be interesting tb see an army mo- quickly, and their smaller outfit 
"What is the state flower of North toring through Red river gumbo could be moved more convenient-
Dakota ?" she asked. There was. no· after a week's rain. ly. Notwithstanding all the mech-
answer. "Surely some of you can * * * anical appliances that have been 
remember," she said. THE OTHER DAY, ONE OF invented, some circus tent atakes· 
"That little boy at the end, what those balmy, sunshiny days, some- are still driven by hand. There 
is the state flower of North Da- one compared this ·fall tq that of was a great development of man-
kota ?'' "Dakota Maid," proudly re-- 1888, when the ground was bare ual skill in the driving of stakes. 
sponded the little boy at the end. until away into January. Christ- In my very early oircus days· I 
Now, before you have too much mas was more or less like the watched with wonder the driving 
fun at the little boy's expense, what Fourth of July, and baseball was of big stakes by four men striking 
is the state flower , of North Da- the favorite sport of the north- with their heavy sledges in rota-
1kota? west until after New Years. Then tion. I had seen two men chopping 
* * * it snowed, and old-timers recalled with axes at the same notch and 
THE RECENT SNOWSTORM the great Thanksgiving storm of wondered why they didn't collide. 
created difficulties for drivers on 1896 and wondered if we were go- Four . men performing a similar 
northwestern highways, including in to have another such terrible trick was · a miracle. Then they be-
No. 81. But they were having winter as that. No matter what gan to use six men, and finally 
their troubles on Highway 81 ·even the weather; we can always recall eight, and in that mob gathered 
before the snowstorm. A thousand something better or worse if we around a stake each man swings 
trucks skidded and slithered · on think back far enough. his sledge with as little apparent 
and off the surface ot. the road, * * * care . as if he were the only man 
and many of them were bogged AN INTERESTING PAMPH- on the job and there were no prob-
down in mud, and it took the let .is received, showing construe- ability of ,his getting his head 
combined efforts of · 10 thousand tion work in progress on the site smashed or smashing · some other 
men to keep the ·cavalca.de -moving of the New York World's Fair. head. 
"WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE fast and yet demand a dinner of ;of things, but at least he is en• 
book?" That question was pro-
pounded to me the other evening 
by a couple of pleasant young 
people ' who were 
engaged in one 
of those "treasure 
h u n t s" w h i c h , 
are 1 proving such 
a po.pular form 
thick rare steak with all the trim- titled to be treated as a human be-
mings, finishing up with mince Ing. 
pie. So with books. One may be in- * * * 
trigued for - the moment by the THE C. L 0. UNDERTOOK TO 
latest novel, yet go back time and organize the street bootblacks ot 
again to "David Copperfield.'' One New York, and failed dismally. 
mood may fit the introspection of Bootblacks who have. plied their 
"Hamlet" or the tragedy of "King trade at favorite corners made no 
Lear,'' whUe another may call for bones of their . attitude. They in-
the frivolity of Wodehouse. He may tended, they said, to run their own 
welcome a profound study of the business, and woe be ·unto anyone 
rise and decline of empires, yet who interfered , with them. They 
of entertainment. 
It demanded an 
imm e d i a t e an-
swer, for the 
young p e o p 1 e 
were in a hurry. 
They .had to be' 
on their way to 
find the rest of 
the articles on 
, find interest and , relaxation in the wouldn't call on the police for help, 
latest mystery story. This would but would defend 'their rights with 
be a monotonous world if we all their own fists and feet. They were 
had the same favorite book, and not interested kl negotiations, or 
individual life would miss most of labor ·boards,. or walking delegate. 
its spice and, variety if one book But what can one expect of a lot 
were the favorite of any of us all' of bootbla.cks? 
, their list. I was 
stumped. What is Davies. 
my favorite book; anyway? The 
first title that came to mind was 
"Tom Sawyer," · and I gave that, 
not · daring to study the whys and 
wherefores, for fear that I should 
become lost in an impenetrable 
maze. So the record has it that 
''Tom Sawyer'' is my favorite 
book. 
* * * 
WHAT· IS YOUR FAVORITE 
book, . excluding the Bible, which 
has qualities which place it in a 
class by itself . . Is your favorite 
book one of fiction, drama, his-
_, tory, biography, poetry, or what? 
You have read some of each group. 
Which o~ all of them. is your fa-
vorite,? I · suspect that there is no 
answer to such a question. As well 
ask what is one'i favorite food. 
One may pref er a breakfast of 
' cereal, toast and coffee for break-
the time. * * * 
* * * TELEPHONE COMPANIES 
ABOUT THE To u G HE s T had a narrow escape in Saturday'•. 
break that has come to the Duke storm. A difference of just a de-
of Windsor was. when he learned gree or two in temperature above 
that he would not be welcome at and below would have coated the 
church services in ,Paris on Armi- wires with tons of ice and brought 
stice day. Altogether ecclesiasti- hundreds of poles crashing to the 
cism has not covered itself with ground. The telephone people must 
glory in its attitude toward Ed- be prepared for emergenci.es of that 
ward. The archbishop of Canter~ sort, and crews and equipment 
bury said more .. things than need must be ~ept in :eadiness to start 
to have been said at the time of out making repairs, for the tele-
the ·abdication and said them with phone has become one of the ne-
needless bitte;ness. The vicar who cessities of life. 
performed the wedding won ap- * * * 
plause for his independence, and FEAR THAT LILACS AND 
then spoiled it all by making com:. other '_shrubs . might be stimulated 
mercial capital of the incident. And into fall blooming may now . be-
now the Paris churchman went forgotten. While our fall we'ather 
out of 'his way to insult ~ man has been mild, it has not been 
who was in no position to defend excessively warm, and the cold 
himself,' an act for which he · had snap will t>·robably check any . 
the grace to apologize. But the · tendency· toward off-season bloom• 
apology could. not rob the insult of ing. The blossoms . are safely sealed 
its sting. Edward made a bad mess up for the winter, ~hich is well. 
FRIENDS OF MAJOR BOWES,because it costs more than their I HAVE BEEN INTERESTED 
-~nd mos~ radio listeners are ~ his face value to manufacture the in a biographical sketch . of o. o. 
fr1ends-w1ll regre~ to le1:1rn of the coins. Wonder what it costs our McIntyre, by J. B. ryan: ,.:III, which destructicm of his residence at . 
Millwood, New government to make a nickel, or a appears · in this . (week's · Saturday 
: York, by fire. The one cent piece. At one time the Evening Post. One thing - that 
fine ten - room United States government coined struck me forcible is the state-. 
building, with all three , cent silver pieces, but such . . 
h ment that McIntyre · i ... s continually its contents, coins are rare now. T en there 
burned to the were the fractional currency bills, receiving presents from admiring 
ground last week. of 25 cents, popularly called shin- friends. Mention is · made particu-
The building can plasters, and .the ten cent "scrip,'' larly of jelly. McIntyre's column 
be replaced, but to say nothing of the wide variety told how 'fond he was of jelly, and 
not the art treas- of shillings. presently every mail brought him 
ures, which it con- * * * quantities of it. Some people have 
tained. Among IN MY STORE CLERKING all the luck. ' I have often written 
these were more days in Canada · we had the silver about things that I liked, ·but no.;. 
than 100 valuable 25 cent piece and a silver 20 cent body has taken the hint. Only a 
p a i n ti n gs and piece, which of course, was. just a short time ago I mentioned thick 
some v a 1 u ab le trifle' smaller. The similarity of the rare steak in terms of appreci-
balconies of an- coins caused much confusion. It ation, but has anybody given - ·me 
tique iron work Da~ies. was easy, however, to distinguish a steak? Nobody has. When steak 
recently brought by the major from the difference between them by comes to our house a bill comes 
New Orleans. ·There were also bun- touch. The 25 cent piece had _its with it, and the bill is· plenty. And 
dreds of articles contributed to stamping done in sharp lines, sim- in coming from a small town Mc· 
Major Bowes by admiring friends, ilar to the present Canadian quart- Intyre hasn't a · thing on me. 
some· of which were treasured for er, while the 20 cent piece had all * * * 
their beauty and others for their its edges , rounded, much as the STRIKES AND RUMORS OF 
associations. These are irreplace- present American quarter. One be- strikes bring to mind an incident 
able. came accustomed to feeling a coin, of the railway strike of the early 
* * * and if, being of about the proper nineties. At Bismarck, or Mandan, 
THE FIRE WHICH DESTROY- size, it felt sharp and rough to forcible interference with the op-
ed the · home might have been got the touch, it was a quarter, if eration of trains was threatened, 
under · control had it not been for smooth it was a 20 cent piece. We and armed guards were mustered 
a mistake in the sending or re- had also in circulation English to prevent such interference. : A 
ceiving of the alarm. Servants, who shillings, worth 24 cents, English big mob was gathered at the rail-
were the only occupants of the copper pennies, bigger than a half way right-of-wa·y, · with guards 
building at the time, found that a dollar, English copper · half-pen- with rifles ready only a dozen feet 
fl.re · had started from a chimney nies, like a quarter, but thick and away. The officer in charge said· to 
and tried to put it out before send- clumsy, copper cents, larger than his men, "Now boys, be ready to 
ing in an alarm to the neighboring a quarter and much thicker, and fire when I giv~ the . word.'' One 
town of Ossining. Through some the bronze cent, thinner and light- of the guards, a big Irishman, said: 
misunderstanding the fire depart- er, which was replaced only· a few "We're ready, Cap. An' .. whin. you 
ment understood that it was a years ago by the small bronze cent, say 'Fire' jist watch me drop that 
grass fire which they were called about like· our own. Canada also red-whiskered ·so-an'-so standin' in 
to extinguish and sent only a small used the little silver five cent piece, front of me." The red-whiskered 
truck to the scene: Before the big and began making nickels jtist a man vanished and the mob evap-
pumper could arrive the flames few years ago. Somewhere among orated, greatly to Pat's disappoint-
were beyond control. my junk I have an English farth- ment. He said "For the first time 
* * * ing or . two, worth half a cent, but in my life I had chance to get in-
FRANCE IS GOING TO QUIT those did' not - circulate regularly to a rale fight an' go the limit, 
minting five. and . ten centime pieces, in Canada during my time. · with the law on me side." 
THE DUKE AND DUCHESS OF 
Windsor h a v e been graciously 
pleased to accept an invitation to 
preside at a charity sale to be held 
at Christ church, 
a f ash i o n a b 1 e 
place of worship 
at Neuilly, a sub-
urb of Paris. The 
r duchess has kind-
ly consented to 
open the sale. Be-
cause of the ex-
pected crush 
friends who wish 
to be present at 
the .opening are 
ad vised to be in 
their places at 
2 :30 P, M. Satur-
day. Thus peace 
has been re-es- Davies. 
tablished, society will be able to 
flaunt tb feathers before erstwhile 
royalty, and the cash receipts 
ought to reach a satisfactory fig-
ure. 
-AMONG THE NEW RUSSIAN importance of agriculture said, 
regulations is one prohibiting the "Agriculture . is th~ foundation, ·the 
keystone and the ;arch of civiliz,,. 
serving of liquor by the glass . at tion.'' That doesn't seem to leave 
g~ocery stores. 'rh.~re, liquor may much for all the other industries.' 
continue to. be sold' by th~ bottle · * * * 
or the quart, but not by the drink. ,ONE OF THE PRIZED POS- 1 ' 
It .is not many years since hard Ii- sessions of our family in my boy-
'quor was habitually sold in bulk hood :w.as, a 60-pound feather bed. 
in grocery stores, but it was :hot We had feather beds all over the 
supposed to be sold there · by the place, but the 60-pound one was a 
d:rink. However, the regulations in whopper. A traditional custom in 
this respect , were not strictly ob.. several European countries is to 
served. The grocers generally fol- sleep on a -feather bed and . h'ave 
lowed the custom of treating cus- another and lighter one of the 
tomers who · made purchases. In same material as a cover~ That 
that connection there is the stock custom is still followed by . some 
story ot the thrifty Scot who made families in this country. But our 
effective · use of this hospitable feather beds were used only to 
custom.. · sleep on, or in, arid not under. The 
* * * softness of the feather bed .. com--
SANDY KEPT C:EUCKENS AND pensated in some measure for the 
disposed of his eggs at the . village lack of springs in the underpin-
store, trading out tlie price. One nlng. Slats across the bedstead had 
day his wife needed a ' -darning no spring whatever, and the cris•-
needle and Sandy went to the store cross · rope design that was quite 
for it, taking with him one egg popular hadn't much. 
with which to pay for. it. The ex.. ·* * * . 
change was made on even terms, . GOOSE FEATHERS W E R E, 
* * * and after waiting a moment Sandy and are, favorites for · use in beds, 
AS A MEANS OF PROMOTING- reminded the- grocer of the habit with duck feathers coming next 
temperance the Soviet government of treating. The idea of a treat be· and chicken feathers last. The pref ... 
has ordered the closing of a num- ing due after the exchange of one erence given is because of the nat-
ber of so-called American bars in egg for one darning needle amused ural curl of the feathers, goose 
several large Russian cities. Those the merchant, but he was game. feathers being most curved, with 
bars are said by competent wit- "What'll you have, Sandy?'' he the others following in order. 
nesses to be American in name asked. ''I'll have a glass o' brandy Springiness is governed by the 
, only, as they are dreary, depressing wi' an ,egg in it," promptly replied curve of the feather. Efforts have 
places where the beer is bad and Sandy. And ·he got it, ca(rying been made to · impart an artificial 
other drinks worse. The govern- back internally the same egg which curve to straight feathers, but the 
ment prefers that the people shall he had just traded for a darning results are not satisfactory. In our 
stick to the national drink, Vodka, needle. part of the country most fa.rm 
and that i.f they must get drunk >i« * * families kept geese, and plucktng 
they shall do so in the thne-.honor- A R A D I O SPEAKER WHO the geese was one of the regular 
ed Russian manner. was not ident.ified, · speaking of the farm tasks. 
-~~--~--~·___,, _____ ---...., ____ _ 
YEARS AGO, WHEN TWO sojourned for a 'time in New Eng-
strangers met anywh.ere in the land, Illinois or Wisconain, but 
back of &11 such interludes were 
northwest, the question "Where h o m e 1 1omewhere across th'e 
are y . , ~rom ?" waa pretty 1ure to ocean. 
larger, cities, but n'one that I know. 
ot in the country. 
* * * ' WEATHER REMINISCENCES 
\ .· . 
be &I k ed very 
~oon · afte}' . ~eir 
meeting. If,, was 
takeh :for grant--
ed that everyone 
here was "from,, 
some other place. 
·. Nobody had been 
born here, except 
the Indians, and 
scarcely any had 
been here in 
childhood or 
youth. Ot courae, 
there were ctrcle1 
in which tt wae 
he\d to · be impo· 
are again in order. William Roche, 
.· flt * * city clerk of Inkster, writes: 
ONE Oir MY ACQUAIN'rANCES "Recalling the winter ot 1888 I . 
many year1 ago was the late C. de' am reminded of i die · winter of 
Bruyn Kops, who, tor some reason, 1900-01. I attended the UniV'ereity 
I 1upposed to be of German ances .. that year and played ball on Feb-
try. I mentioned that supposition ruary 12 and 22. As I remember 
to him ca.11ual1y, whereupon he the season there was no anow un-
drew hhnaelf up and answered em .. til a.bout the 17th of March, when 
phat1cally: "No sir! We're Dutch; we had a blizzard. I believe that 
atrairht :from Holland.'' And he was the year in which Gratton 
wu quite proud of it. built an ice rink, but · wasn't able 
* * * · to use it that seuon. I do not keep 
11.' ISN'T ALiWAYS EABY TO a diaey, . but think that the year 
dltterentiate among racsa and na- mentioned ia the correct one: 
tlonalitlei. A man'• name may in· * * * 
dtcata that he belottil to a $can.. MANY P E R S O N S :H AV It 
Daflel. dlnavian :family, but unless one 11 started dlarie1, but few keep them 11 t • , .~ to dtapla.y 
curiosity concerntn1 the antece• quite familiar with Scandinavian up. There .a.re diaries in which are 
name• he may be in doubt as to recorded the thoughts and sent1-
dent11 of a atranrer, and it wa1 whether the nat1ona.Ust is Norwe• nients of the writer, day by day, 
aomettmea aaid that the 1tran1er rtan, · Swediah or !>a.nlsh, and it and one of these must be an in· 
whom one met might well be one makes a. dlfterence. There has al- teresting possession after the 1ap1e 
who, in .cro11inr the Red river, way1 been contu11on about the of years. But the keeping ol such a 
had changed not only hta real• ''Penn1ylyanla Dut.ch/' and I have diary call• for taste and talent 
dence, but hia name. At any rate,, · ever been able to get their oril'in which few po·sse!s. A aimpler form 
eyeryone whom one met had come 1traightened out--whether they r,re of diary is that in which one 
from some other place. Dutch or German. A Swiss may be makes brie:t notations each day of 
* * * racially German, Au trian or Ital- weather, personal activitie• and 
IN 'rHAT RESPECT OUR POP- ian, or possibly French, If one's outstandinr eventsj Such a diary 
ulation has oha.nged materhtlly. name begins with an "01' it is a becomes useful, not merely for .ret-
We have now among mt men and safe bet that he is · Ir'i$h, but if he erence to the items actually record-
wornen, mature in years, who were is a "Mac," he may be either Irish ed, but a.a a skeleton which may 
t.ctually born In North Dakota., a.n.'d or Scottish.'' And there a.re typic- be reclothed with flesh and be-
that fact is,so well under1tood a1Jy EnrUsh name• that have been come a livingt breathing bilng. I 
that . questions as to personal or41; borne by Irish a.nd Scots i:or many have never kept even tnat sort of 
igin are lees frequently asked. But, genera,tiona. Most of the French diary, but I often wish that I had 
whit~ many of our people were -whom we have among us come of done so, and I have envied tho•t 
born he·re~ their familiefl orlrinat- fur-trading stock. Of Greeks and who had the persistence to start 
ed In other lands. They ma.y have Ital1an1 there a.re a few in the one and stick to it. 
I HAD A PLEASANT CALL · temperature could be maintained tainty. No ope knows what to ex-
the other morning from Rev. A. T. in the upper part of the room, there pect in matters of legislation, and 
t f St were times in severe we·ather when this uncertainty is having a de-Gesher, who was rec o~ 0 • pressing influence on both capital 
Paul's Episcopal church in Grand the wind blew under the house and and labor. 
Forks during the chilled the floor so that water 
late nineties. Aft- spilled on it would freeze. 
er nearly 40 years * * * 
I didn't recognize IN ADDITION TO HIS DUTIES 
him, but in a few in the city Mr. Gesner conducted 
moments I could mission services at Ojata and at 
still trace in his some other point about equally dis-
features the line- tant, the name of which he has 
a m e n t s of the forgotten. Those points he reach-
young man whom ed on his bicycle, and the going 
I had known so was not always good. Mr. Gesner 
many years be- was here during the flood of the 
fore.· And time spring of 1897 and · remembers the 
has not impaired sending of the steamboat down 
his erect carriage the river with supplies for those 
or vigorous per- who were isolated by the flood. 
s o n a 1 i t Y. Mr· Davies. When he has told of such condi-
Gesner is now tions to others who had seen th~ 
rector V a parish at West Hart- Red river in recent years his 
ford, Conn., a residential suburb of statements have been received with 
the great industrial city near by. expressions of incredulity, and only 
On a rapid western tour he took his standing as a minister of the 
time to stop off at Grand Forks gospel has prevented the direct 
for a day, his first visit here since challenging of such improbable 
leaving in 1900. Changes in the statements. 
appearance of the city, which have * * * 
been almost imperceptible to those THOSE WHO KN E W MR. 
who have lived here continuously Gesner in those early days will re-
excited his wonder and admiration, member him as a valuable member 
and he regretted that he had not of the community, earnest and de-
time to make a more complete in- · voted in his pastoral work, the 
spection of the city. friend and companion of young 
* * * people, and an active .participant 
MR. GESNER CAME HERE A in all that made for the betterment 
young man, eager and ambitious, of the city. On his departure in 
to minister to a small congrega- 1900 his parishioners gave him a 
tion in exceedingly modest quart- fine gold watch by which he still 
ers. The church building was much regulates his movements. 
smaller than at present, and the * * * 
rectory had neither basement nor IN, HIS LIFE IN CONNECT!"." 
central heating . plant. _Heat was cut he is·· in close contact with in-
provided by a coal stove in the liv- dustrial work. That field, he says, 
ing room, and while a comfortable is characterized by great uncer-
VAGUE * * * REPORTS BECAME 
current some time ·ago concerning 
the work being done by Court-
landt T. Hill, grandson of James J. 
Hill, on a ''swing" coach intended 
to take all the jolts and sway out 
of railway passenger travel. Furth-
er details concerning the invention 
are given in a dispatch from Ingle-
wood, Calif., which reads as fol-
lows: · 
* * * 
"COURTLANDT T. HILL, FOR-
mer Yale student, who served his 
apprenticeship in the Great North-
ern shops, is hard at work on a 
full-size ,in.ode! of the coach he and 
two associates believe will take all 
the jar and swerve out of railroad 
travel. 
"The · coach is built like the 250-
year-old horse-drawn vehicle which 
bore King George VI and Queen 
Elizabeth to the coronation last 
spring. Constructed of lightweight 
steel and duralumin, built close to 
the rails, it will be suspended from 
strong uprights rising from the 
wheeltrucks. As the coach rounds 
a curve, it win swing, thus main-
taining a balance. 
"Standing still, the coach will al-
ways "hang'' straight from its sup-
porting posts. No more spilled cof-
fee in the dining cars; no more 
tilting stops on curved track sec-
tions. 
"Courtlandt · Hill's associates in 
the venture are Dr. William Van 
Dorn, California Institute of Tech-
nology engineer, and John K. 
~orthrop, airplane manufacturer." 
DISCUSSING THE WEATHER 
one . day a farmer who h'as ·spent 
more than half a century in · t~e 
Red river valiey said: "I am waft .. 
ing patiently to 
see ' what will 
happen to auto .. 
mobile traffic in 
the n o r t h w e s t 
when it has to 
contend with a 
real "old-fashion-
ed" winter. Actu .. 
ally_ we have had 
n o t h i n g of the 
kind since auto-
mobiles came in-
to general use. 
"In the early 
days of automo-
bile travel few 
people thought of. Davies. 
using a car in the winter. It was 
bad enough in the summer, when 
there wasn't a gravel road in the 
state and none of the grades were 
more than a few inches· above the 
general ground level. Teams could 
travel all winter long, because they 
· built up a solid roadway of. pack-
ed snow under them and went over 
the drifts rather than through 
them. But a car couldn't 'do that. 
* * * 
"! ,KNOW THEY HAVE SNOW-
plows now, but I'm telllng you that 
the snowplow never was built that 
could keep our roads clear in win-
ters such as we have had. It hap-
pens that since we began using 
automobiles all of our heavy snow 
has come late in the season. Even 
the roads "have been blocked for 
several days at a time, but mild 
spring weather has- stopped drift-
ing and soon the snow has been 
gone. I'm thinking of a winter 
starting with deep snow in Novem-
ber, followed by one storm after 
another. Every road would ha. ve to ties since the beginning. , Originally 
be plowed ·out first 'thing, and ev- the task was merely to get water 
ery time the snowplow . passed it from the river to wherever it was 
would pile up the banks on each wanted. That meant installing a 
side higher and higher, and every pump and laying a few main 1. 
little wind would fill the trench There . was plenty of water in the 
full aga~n. · river, and almost any· water . waa 
* * * supposed to be safe to drink. There 
"WE HA VE HAD ·WINTERS were seasons of comparatively low 
. . · · water, but until recent yea~s did 
hke ~hat m, t~e ~ast, plenty ~f the .question of quantitY. become a 
them, and Im telhng you- that .1f real problem. 
we ever get another automobile · * * * 
travel will come to a standstill, not THEN IT WAS DISCOVERED 
for a few days, but f~r ~11 the rest that water that looked all right 
of the winter. That ~sn t the only might in fact be deadly. 'That fact 
reason why I am sticking . to my was emphasized by the typhoid ept-
?orses. The tractor is all right in demic of 1893-94, which was fol-
_1ts place but I want horses on my lowed by the building here of the 
farm, too, good ones and plenty of first filter in the northwest. That 
them. :A,nd . I expect. to see the day was known as a slow sand filter 
when m! horses will take me and in which the entire treatment con-
my family to .. town and to church, sisted in running raw water onto 
just as in the good old days long a bed of sarid about four feet thick 
ago." and letting it seep . through. That 
* * * answered well while everything 
TH E S A M E I D E A HAS was in good order, but sand strati-
struck others. Of course with the fied, raw water became excessively 
winters which we have · had many contaminated, and population grew 
of the country roads have been so that the slow· filter could not 
closed during the · greater part of supply the demand. 
some .of our winters, but there has * * * 
been at least moderate success in A RAPID FILTER WAS J;N-
keeping the main highways open. stalled, together with a settling ba-
But in anticipation of some such sin, softening plant .and the : use of 
winter as my farm.er friend has in chlorine to finish off the process. 
mind, another friend a year or two Then came the drouth, which 
ago advised the abandonment of brought up in acute form the· qites-
all snow removal, and instead ad- tion of supply, and for several 
vised that after each storm heavy years we have been struggling with 
trucks be driven over the road to the problem of getting water of 
pack the snow down, thus building any: kind to filter. That problem is 
up the road until drifting would still with us, and in addition we 
'cease. It might · work, but I'm now have the problem of excessive 
afraid not. hardness, a condition which leaves 
* * * the filtered water undesirable for 
THE CHARACTER OF THE domestic use and quite unsuitable 
water problem in Grand Forks has for industrial use. Thus one prob-
changed greatly . and has run lem has followed another, and per-
through the entire list of possibili- haps others are still to c"!evel?:R· 
DRILLING FOR OIL IN THE likely to involve considerable ex- was canceled. It may be that the 
reduction is not yet reflected in the vicinity of Ray;· N. D., has revived 
.. · interest in oil possibilities in many 
parts or the state. One effect of 
this is an in-
crease in the 
number of re-
quests for sur-
iVeys to be made 
by the geology 
aepar t m e n t of 
the University of 
N o r t h Dakota. 
S u c h requests 
have been made 
from time to 
time through the 
years. Some of 
them have come 
from land own-
ers who are con-
vinced, quite hon-. . Davies. 
estly, that there is strong probab-
ility of the existence of ·oil in pay-
ing quantities beneath their acres. 
Some others have come from pro-
motion concerns who are not in-
terested in oil, but in the sale of 
stock to a credulous public and 
who wish some official statement 
which they can twist into the ap-
pearance of indorsement of their 
paper projects. 
* * * IN MANY OF THESE RE-
quests there is evidence of the 
belief, or assumption, that a geolo-
gy professor can visit a tract of 
land, look it over, and make a sat-
isfactory report on its oil-bearing 
possibilities within a couple of 
days. It has not always been easy 
to explain to the satisfaction of ap-
plicants that an oil survey that has 
any value takes more time than 
the applicant has supposed and is 
pense. 
* * * price . of roast~d and ' ground cof-
IN ANSWERING C O R R E S- fee. Perhaps · if will not be.. Who 
pondence on this subject Dr. How;.., knows? 
ard E. Simpson, head of the Uni- * * * . 
versity geology department, finds ONE OF THE. FAMILIAR 
it convenient to . refer to the pro- sounds in · millions of homes each 
cedure o_f the big oil company morning years ago was that of the 
which is about to sink a deep well coffee mm as material was being 
in the Ray field·. Before moving a prepared for the breakfa~t bever-
piece of machinery into the area age. There are still people who 
to be drilled the company c01;1duct- grind their· own coffee, but they 
ed an investigation on which it is are fewer than they were. Not only 
reported to have spent approxim- did people grind their own coffee·, 
ately $160,000. That investigation but many of them roasted it. Green 
required the services of a large coffee was placed in a flat bread 
staff of trained specialists for sev-' pan. in the oven and baked until it 
eral months. Every possible angle was just the right , shade of brown. 
of the subject was subjected to sci- Then it was treated with white of 
entific examination. All that labor egg, sometimes mixed with sugar, 
and, all that money were expend- each kernel thus being coated with 
ed before the company felt war- a thin film which preserved it.a 
ranted · ln boring a test hole. The contents and ·aided in settling. Cof-
boring that is to be done is really fee so treated was ground each 
a part of the investigation, for aft- morning as needed. 
er all the study that has been given * * * 
to the subject, nobody knows · WHILE ROASTED COFFEE IN 
whether oi_l will be f ~und ~r not. pound packages :was also a staple 
The best that the mve~bgatf rs article which was found on every 
co:uld .do was to report their _be ief grocer's shelves, Arbucle's and Mc-
that 1t would b~ worth while to Laughlin's were the p O p id a r 
bore a hole and fmd 0 1:1t what .th~re brands. I haven't seen either for 
is at the bo~tom of it. Makmg a years. Chicory was often mixed . 
survey for 011 is more than a job with ground coffee to cheapen it, 
for a summer afternoon. and while the use of chicory with-
* * * out the purchaser's k:nowledge was 
HAVE YOU NOTICED HOW considered fraudulent adulteration, 
much cheaper coffee is? In case some . buyers liked the flavor of 
you haven't it is proper to report chicory and asked for it. Substi-
that Brazil has taken off its export tutes for coffee were made of 
tax on coffee, amounting to· -about roasted peas and other grai.ns. I 
2%, cents a pound, which is ap- have ·heard of dandelion coffee, 
proximately one-fourth of the price but never tasted it. It was made 
at which raw coffee sold on the from dried dandelion root, roast 
New York market before the tax ed, I believe, and ground. 
I 
MRS. WALTER A. GARSKE OF Through this great country's end· 
I 
ThuD each clan might be represent• 
ed by a dozen or a score of famlJ.. 
ies, and some of . the clans . were 
were widely _distribu~ed, having 
branches · in several parts of Scot-
land. 
Lakota, is trying to locate a Christ- · _ less, space. 
mas reading "The Keeper of the 
, Back to Pembina then he caine, 
Stables," by Booth. I am not fam- Tarrying not to seek for fame. 
iliar with the sel- · Bringing goods and need~d supplies 
ection, but if any To this, his land of paradise. 
reader has a 
copy, or knows 
where it may be 
found, that in-
formation will be 
app ·c i ate d ~ if 
sent ~o this col-
umn, or prefer-
ably to Mrs. 
Garske, as she 
h a s immediate 
use for it. 
* * * THE GATHER-
ing at Pembina 
earlier in the fall Davies. 
* * * 
For thirty years 
home 
'Though over the 
he'd roam, 
ONE OF THE GREAT CLANS 
he called this is that of MacDoµald, · occupying 
most of· the · islands just off the 
rolling prairies mainland to' the,, west. One of _ the 
Always back to this · ·spot he · loved, 
Where .now his rich life's memor-
ies. flood. 
Over the spot wherein he lies 
A silver airplane · swiftly flies, 
Straight as an arrow its course 1\ 
takes . 
Over the valleys, over the lakes. 
Different quite the trail to you, · 
Joseph Rolette 'midst the hostile 
Sioux 
And now today his earthly clay, 
Where under the prairie grass he 
lay, 
:a:as moldered back int6 the dust 
That makes him now a part ·of us. 
Today along the Red River Trail 
Resounds the cry of Hail! All Hail! 
* * * AN INTERESTING MAP OF 
names' that .catches the reader'• 
eye, near. the center ot the map, ia 
that of Clan Chatta~, which ·brings 
to · mind Scotrs description . in "The 
Fair Maid of Perth," 'of the histor-
ic duel between champions--. respec-
tively of Clan . Chattan and Claa 
,Quayle. Such a b~ttle actually ~ oc-
curred, and under some such cir-
cumstances as· are described by 
the novelist. 
* * • 
DURlNG THE REIGN OF ONB 
In honor of· Joseph Rolettt1 was 
·marked by the presence of Rol-
ette's son Frederick, Mrs. Freder-
ick Rolette and· their son Norman, 
and the pioneer's granddaughter, 
Louise St. Louis, for whom a re-
ception was held in Pembina dur-
ing their stay. On that occasion the 
following poem in memory of the 
pioneer, was read. The author is 
Mrs. Albert Christopher, wife of 
Mayor Christopher, of Pembina. . 
* * * Scotland has been published by the 
of the early kings these two high-
land clans were causes of great 
disturbance. Often at war with 
each other, they often made war 
upon their neighbors and kept .the 
court and kingdom in a turmoil. 
The wily duke · of Albany proposed 
that the two clans should name 30 
champions each and fight it out In 
the presence of the king, his court 
and the surrounding gentry. The 
proposal was eagerly accepted by 
the clansmen, .all b.eing eager to 
demonstrate their prowess and win 
honor .for their clan. The battle 
was fought on a level piece of 
JOSEPH ROLETTE, 1820-1871. Winnipeg Free Press. Instead ot 
By Henrietta Conmy Christopher. Indicating by -name the mountains, 
A pioneer of our great State,. . valleys, counties and other natural 
Adventured· forth and laughed at features and political divisions, the 
· fate, 
Conquered the commerce· of this 
great land. 
Routed the wandering Indian band. 
The fancy of° his fertile brain, 
Fashioned the carts, fashioned the 
train · 
That carried furs to a market 
place, 
outline map of the country is filled ground at what was known aa the 
with the. names ~ of the Scottish North Inch of Perth, and there, In 
clans Indigenous to the country, the presence of assembled· royalty 
each in Its proper place. With the and aristocracy. the champions 
names of the clans, who were the hacked and hewed each otlier with 
major groups of· the country are broadswords until almost all were 
given the names · of the · septs or killed. Their fighting leaders gone, 
families associated· with · each clan, the clans subsided and gave no 
though not bearing the same name. more trouble for some years. 
DR. JANET R. AIKEN, profes-
sor of English at Columbia, has 
detected the , president of the 
United States in the use of poor 
English and re-
bukes him for 
his errors in a 
current language 
m a g a z i n e. Dr. 
Aiken cites sev-
eral examples of 
slovenly s p e e c h 
which she has se-
1 e ct e d from 
spee-ches deliver-
ed· by the presf-
den t on his west-
ern tour. If the 
quotations are ac-
curate, as in all 
probability they 
are, Mr. Roose- Davies. 
velt paid slight attention to the 
rules of grammar in those par-
ticular instances. 
* * * TO MOST OF US PRESIDENT 
Roosevelt is known as a radio 
speaker, and in that capacity he 
is conceded to be about as nearly 
perfect as it is possible for a hu-
man being to be. His eff.e.cti ve-
. ness over the radio is due largely 
to his delivery. His voice lends 
1 itself well to radio purposes, his 
articulation is perfect, and he has 
' mastered such features as inflec-
tion, emphasis and rhetorical 
pause. 
subject ··matter, · citations from au- thing in that, , nevertheless, the 
thorities, or even the writing of speaker must not carry his indif-
complete speeches. But in what.. ference to good English too far. 
ever form such aid is given, , it * * * 
is assumed that the speaker him-· A YOUNG ENGLISHMAN 
self makes such changes as will named Bailey, clad in a track suit, 
make the finished product con- and breathing just' a litt~e heavily, 
form to his own style. of expres- brought up at the main gate of the 
sion and character of delivery. And · Paris exposition, announcing that 
it would probably be difficult to he ;was completing a non-stop run 
find in the text of any of Roose- from his home · at Bournemouth, 
velt's. formal addresses any' lapse England, to the exposition. He had 
from correct English. run from Bournemouth to· South-
* * * ampton, he said, boarded the 
BUT WHEN THE PRESIDENT Queen Mary, continued his run up 
is speaking to a crowd from a and down the deck while crossing 
grandstand or a train platform, the channel, and then completed 
even though his main address has the run to Paris after the ship 
been carefully prepared, he some- docked. 
times extemporizes, injecting here * * * 
and there impromptu remarks SUCH A STUNT APPEALED 
which have local bearing, and to the French imagination. Bailey 
it is in such new material that was taken to headquarters, pre-
grammatical slips, if any, are apt sented to the officials, dined and 
to occur. In such instances many wined, and given just a wonder-
excellent speakers deliberately use ful time all the rest of the day. 
colloquialisms, regardle-ss of gram- Then it occurred to someone that 
mar, for the sake of their effect.· if Bailey had le.ft the Queen Mary 
Mr. Roose·velt is no exception. · as he said, he must have aver-
* * * aged 12 miles an hour all the rest 
AN AUTHORITY ·ON PUBLIC of the way to Paris, a speed 
speaking once said that many a which just isn't made. Bailey con-
fine oration had been spoiled by fessed that the whole thing was a 
too great concern for the rules hoax. With a view to having 
of grammar. The speaker's anx- sonie fun with his French friends 
iety to avoid grammatical slips he had crossed the channel, 
had been so obvious, 'he said, that boarded a train for Paris, and 
the attention of the audience was got off at the last stop before 
diverted from the form and con- reach'ing the city. There he had 
* * * tent of the address to the effort stripped off his regular suit, and 
ALL THIS IS APART FROM made to get it just right. The in his track outfit had trotted the 
the subject of composition. It is less careful speaker would plunge rest of the way to the exposition. 
a matter of common knowledge j through an ungrammatical sent- His purpose, he said, was to .dem-
that presidents do not usually ence without hesitation, carrying onstrate how easily people , could 
write. their own speeches without· his audience with him by the be- fooled. The Frenchmen joined 
assistance. · The assistance given force of his . own naturalness and in the laugh and everything was 
ma be in the form of notes on sincerity. Probably there is some- fine. · 
FEW tERSONS lsters who live in this community of the Agricultural college at Far-
are not more or less familiar 
h J. C. Penney, the business 
man. And to those who have come 
into contact with 
Mr. Penney he 
is kn own not 
only as a busi-
ness man, but as 
a philanthropist, 
in tensely inter-
ested in social 
progress. One of 
bis enterprises is 
the maintenance 
of a colony near 
Glen Cove, Fla., 
,a brief descrip· 
tion of which was 
!'ecently given in 
a letter from Mrs. 
Nellie Price Brad- Davle1. 
Iey to Miss Anna Forbes, of Lang-
oon. Some of the facts are give~ in 
a letter from Miss Forbes to her 
brother, W. I. Forbes of Grand 
Fokr1. Miss Forbe1 writes: 
* * * 
"Mrs. Bradley is taking. care of 
an invalid couple who ltve at Pen-
ney Forbes, Fla., a memorial com-
munity dedicated by J. C. Penney 
in memory of his parents, for re-
, tired Christian workers. It is non-
denominational and was laid out 
at a cost of ,- million dollars. On 
the campus are 17 so-called cot-
tages, containing five or more ap· 
artments each. Driving from Glen 
Cove Springs one finds a. wide 
boulevard studded with palm trees, 
at the far end of which stands a 
chapel with Sunday school rooms, 
a library, grand piano and pipe or-
gan. Each cott_age is surrounded 
with beautiful shrubbery and many 
kinds of rose bushes from which 
Mrs. Bradley is picking roses daily. 
Holly, Pionsetta and other flower-
ing shrubs are abundant. Walks 
between the cottages are really ce-
ment trails. The street lights . go off 
at 9:80, and. everyone carries a 
:flashlight. The settlement is sup ... 
plied with golf courses, shuffle-
board and other games, and care-
takers keep the place immaculate. 
* . * * . 
"BE:YOND THE CAMPUS, BUT 
within the Penney farms, Mr. Pen .. 
ney has placed between . 30 and 40 
cottages for rent, and these are all 
filled each winter. On the campus 
there are a superinten~ent, resi• 
dent doctor, two caretakers and 
several colored men who keep the 
premises in order. Some of the min-
Iook yery · frail, while others seem go, exhibited samples of apricot 
quite vigorous. Most of them are sauce made from aprlcots which he 
past 70, and some are past 90." had developed on · the grounds of 
, * * * the A. C. , To most' of those present 
THIS HOME FOR _RETIRED. it was news that apricots ·could be 
ministers · is operated in conjunc .. grown successfully so fa:r: north, 
tion with the Penney farms, which but Dr. Yaeger reported . that the 
were established in part as the re- strain which he had developed had 
suit of Mr. Penney's personal ex- proven perfectly hardy in this cli-
perience with failing and recovered mate. A bulletin . issued by the 
health. Some · years ago Mr. Pen-- Canadian. government tells of the 
ney, being in poor health, went on culture of apricots even farther 
a diet consisting largely of rich north, in Manitoba. The bulletin 
Guernsey milk. The benefits which says on this s.ubject: 
he .received impressed him with the * * * 
value of m·ilk as a food, and he es- "IT MAY NOT BE GENERAI.r 
tablished a -large farni in Florida Iy known that dessert apricots can 
where he specialized in Guernsey be grown in Manitoba. Native 
cattle and high ... grade poultry. plums have been common there 
Careful breeding and judicious sel- since the earliest pioneering days. 
ectlon has brought both his herd Standard apples irt Southern Mani 
of cattle and his flock of chickens toba have been accepted as prac 
to a high degree of perfection. ti cal crops in the home garden fo 
Cows and chickens which do not at least . two decades. Sour cherries 
produce satisfactorily are removed of the Russian Morello type have 
to make way for those more pro- been doing well at many point•, 
ductive. It is from this farm that a and some hybriq pears haV$ borne 
large share of the · food· for the re- well year· after . year. 
tired ministers' community comes. * * * 
* * * "TH!E APPEARANCE OF DES-
MR. PENNEY HAS MADE SEV- sert apricots as a prairie fruit ta 
eral visits to Grand Forks, and in the main due to the work of the 
here one of the spots that inter- Dominion ·Experimental Farms, 
ested him most was the Lilac particularly the experimental sta-
Hedge farm, then under the per- tion at Morden where the Scout 
sonal direction of the late J. D. apricot, as the new fruit ·1s named,. 
Bacon. Both men had large busi- was produced. In ,the process of 
ness interests which made heavy the evolution of the apricot, the 
demands on their time and atten- Siberian species was the first to 
tion, but at Lilac Hedge farm the embellish the shrubbery border, 
two forgot all about merchandis- but the fruit was woody. Later thf 
ing, hotel keeping and other activ- Manchurian species was planted 
ities of like character and went in- and from it were developed several 
tensively into discussion of the pleasing types of ·fair size, smooth 
business of farming. Mr. Penney tender flesh, and acceptable fla-
admired the Holsteins at Lilac vour. The Morden station, which 
Hedge, but personally preferred has done . such excellent work in 
his own Jerseys. He admitted that producing h om e - grown prairie 
buff Cochlns were fine chickens, fruit, noted the fruit of one tree in 
but he prided himself on the lay... 1935 as superior and it became 
ing qualities of his own Leghorns. known as Morden 600. It had been 
He farms with enthusiasm, and he received in seed form as exchange 
finds happiness in the fact that he material from a co-operating horti-
is able to contribute to the securi- culturist in Manchuria. It prom• 
ty a.nd ·comfort of . men who have ises to contribute substantially to 
gilven their lives to the service of the home· fruit gardens, and after 
their fellow men and who, in the bearing a generous crop in 1936 
procesa, have neglected to provide was accorded its name, ~l,le Scout 
adequately for the material needs apricot. · · 
of their old age. * * * 
* 'It * "THE SCOUT APRICOT TREE 
AT THE. MEETING OF THE is over 12 feet tall. It ' has with-
state Horticultural s o c i e t y in stood recent winters and seems to 
Grand Forks late, in the summer, enjoy the prairie summers. Fruit is 
Dr. Yaeger, who had . been for produced geneJ"ously, even on th 
many years a member of the staff topmost branches." 
1 WHEN LORD CHIEF JUSTICE ery evidence of sympathy and ap- Kennel Gazette says: 
* * * Hewart, of Great Britain, consent- proval. 
ed to withdrawal of the Duke of 
Windsqr's libel suit against the 
author - and pub-
lishers : of a re-
cent book entit-
1 e d "Coronation 
Cmhmentary," his 
comment on the 
subject matter of 
the suit was of a 
c h a r a c t e r not 
often met in the 
decisions of high 
judicial authori-
. ty. His lordship 
said: 
"These particu-
lar libels, a jury 
might have 
thought, appear Davlea. 
almost to invite a thoroughly effi-
cient horsewhipping. Reluctantly, 
with hesitation, I allow the record 
to be withdrawn.'' 
* * * PROPORTIONAL REPRESEN-
tation and the new charter togeth-
er have shaken things up in New 
York City. The charter changes the 
size of the city council and the ba-
sis of representation of the bo-
rougps, and i,roportional represen-
tation has shaken Tammany's con-
trol. Under the old charter 23 of 
Manhattan's 24 aldermen were 
Democrats. In the · new council 
Manhattan will have only six rep-
resentatives. Of these there have 
been elected under proportional 
representation three Democrats, 
one Republican, one Fusionist and 
one Labor candl~ate. Tammany's 
representation in that borough has 
dropped from better than 96 per 
cent to a bare 50 per cent. Now if 
somebody could devise a scheme 
to apply proportional representa-
tion to the national situation it 
might give the Grand Old Party a 
break. 
* * * AS THE PRESS DISPATCHES * * * 
have stated, -author and publishers AN INTERESTING REMIND-
disavowed utterly belief in the gos- er of the controversy over Bis~op 
sip which ·they had published, ap- Brown and his social and political 
ologized abjectly for their publica- opinions, and his expulsion from 
tion, which they said had been his position in the Protestant Epis-
merely for the purpose of calling copal ch'urch for heresy is afford-
attention to and refuting them, ed in the provisions of the bishop's 
and consented to the payment of will just admitted to probate. Aft-
n unnamed sum as damages, er providing for a few minor indi-
which sum is to be distributed vidual legacies the bulk of the es-
mong charities in which the duke tate, valued at from $300,000 to 
. 1 interested himself. $450,000, is to be devoted to promo-
* * * tion of the cause of Communism 
THE LEARNED JUDGE'S COM- "as propagated by Karl Marx.'' If 
tnent reminds one that even in the the Marxian theories had been in 
most refined civiliz~tion there effect the bishop wouldn't have 
arise situations in which due pro- had $300,000 to bequeath. 
cess of law does not seem quite to * * * 
fill the bill. There are persons who IN THE DAYS WHEN BELIEF 
· rather enjoy going to jail, and who in witchcraft was .common any un-
may have either so little property usual behavior by a man or a 
or so much that a fine means woman was apt to be regarded 
nothing to them, who are not to with grave suspicion, and it wasn't 
be deterred from acts of unadul- quite safe to own even a dog or a 
· terated meanness and vileness, but cat that gave evidence of unusual 
, who would quail and cringe at the qualities. On the subject of inclu-
thought of the "thoroughly effici- sion of. the lower animals with the 
ent horsewhipping'' which the j idea of witchcraft an article by 
British justice mentioned with ev- Mary Mannering _' in the American 
''MORE THAN ONE POOR 
person in Salem and other Mass-
achusetts towns was accused of · 
having either a dog or a cat as a 
familiar, and that was proof posi-
tive of witchcraft. Nor was it only 
in the Colonies one found people 
charged with witchcraft. Under the 
Puritans, England was overrun 
with folk whose principal joy was 
in finding witches. No one seemed 
above suspicion. And in this con.;. 
nection it is interesting to note 
that Prince Rupert had a dog that 
was said to be his familiar and a 
witch. 
* * * 
"THERE WERE PEOPLE 1N 
England who believed that Prince 
Rupert's dog, Boy, was once a 
woman who had become a dog; 
that the dog had a gift of prophe-
cy; that he spoke many languages; 
that he was shot free; that he 
could become invisible when he 
willed; and that he was an enemy , 
of the Roundhead party. 
* * * 
"DURING THE GREAT RE-
bellion, Prince Rupert was in com-
mand of the Royalist cavalry; in 
fact, he practically was in com- · 
mand of Charles' army. It was 
about this time that his dog, Boy, 
appeared on the horizon. Accord .. 
ing to historical documents, Boy 
was a big, white poodle that had 
been presented to the Prince by 
Lord Arundel. Apparently the dog 
was exceedingly bright and had 
learned · a number of tricks, such 
as sitting up for the king; showing 
his contempt for Pym; and bark-
ing for the parliament. But it was 
the Roundhead party which in .1642 
made him -historical by circulating 
broadsheets. 
"This party made Boy the prin-
cipal object of its anti-Cavalier 
propaganda, publishing a number 
of pamphlets indicating the differ-
ence of the points of view of Caval-
iers and Roundheads." 
Boy later was killed in battle, be-
fore his accusers could have him 
brought to trial. · 
----
ON MY DESK THE OTHER ing town in this section of the· val- d~rs and amusing them with his 
m.orning I found a glass of excel- ley. Business people from the east hoaxes. He credits the major de· 
ledt peach~and-orange marmalade who were looking for sites gave se- velopment of· the Barnum. shows to 
with a scribbled note from the rious consideration to Stickney as Bailey, who became Barnum's part-
anonymous don- a desirable distributing point. ner.· Years ago the Barnum and. 
or expressing ap- There were visions of lines north Bailey enterprise was consolidated 
preciation of this and south from the new town, and with that of Ringling. Brothers, of 
column and say- these, with the westward extension, whom the last xnemqer, John, dieci 
ing "0. 0. Mcin.. were expected to make of Stickney a few months ago. . .. · 
tyre w i 11 h av e a wholesale center and railway di- * * . * 
nothing on you." vision point. In a material · way I WISH TO EXPRESS CON-
MY u n kn o w n there was little result from these· curr~hce in. the estimate given in 
friend has the visions.· Decision of the rail~aY. Saturday's review of the play "The 
right idea. If Mc- people to build north .. :and south Hoosier Schoolmaster," · as present-
Intyre can have from Grand ·Forks and to make La• ed by members of the high school 
his larder stock- rimore a division point relegated faculty ori Friday evening. Th~ 
ed mere I Y by the proposed metropolis to the sta- play was well ·done, a credit to 
mentioning h i s tus of a modest country village, both actors and directors, With 
favorite delica- with an elevator or two, a store or few exceptions the llnes were in• 
cies,. why should two, · and two or three houses, telligible,· in, every part of the large 
my cupboard be most of which have since disap- auditorium, something ·most un-
as bare as Moth- Davies. peared. Sic transit! uaual in amateur productions. I 
er Hubbard's? Blest be the hands * * * have never had anything to do 
that made that marmalade! DEXTER w. FELLOWS IS with training young people for the 
* * * dead. Probably he had a wider ac- stage·, but the experience of many 
-APPLICATION HAS BEEN quaintance among newspaper peo- dre~ry hours at amateur perform-
made by the Great Northern Rail- ple than any other man ever had. ances has convinced me that if I 
way company to the North Dakota From boyhood he · had · lived with, were · charged with such a task my 
railway commission for permission in and about circuses, and he had fir1t effort would be to teach · the 
to remove the industry track-0th- drawn on a fertile imagination youngsters to use their voices so 
erwise known as the side track- and unusual facility of expression that· they could· be heard. This 
1,882.3 feet long, and timber crib to depict their marvels. He had fundamental requirement seems to 
earth-filled loading platform, at worked with Buffalo Bill' when b.e overlooked altogether by many 
Ojata, N. D. A hearing on the ap- that redoubtable plainsman and teachers (?f expression. 
plication will be held at Ojata on showman was at the height of his * * * 
December 7 at 9:30 A. M. meteoric career· and had witnessed IT IS TAKEN FOR GRANTED 
* * * his pathetic decline. He··~ knew that in any play dealing with the 
WHETHER OR NOT THE AP- Pawnee Bill and every other fa.. old-tillle country school much of 
plication is granted, the fact that mous Wild West character. And he the comedy will be burlesque. That 
such an application has been made had been a part of· the history of is unfortunate for the reputation 
is suggestive of interesting .. changes the circus through its growth from of the old .. tlme school, for it has 
that have been made in transpor .. the little one-ring wagon show to helped to create · the impression 
tation and townsite activitle$ since the mammoth aggregation involv- that the typical country school of 
settlers first invaded the Red river 'ing an investment of millions and a century ago or less was a place 
vally. It is nearly 60 years since requiring for its management the of wild disorder and unmitigated 
the town of Stickney, afterward executive skill which captains tomfoolery. It wasn't anything of 
named Ojata, was established. The vast industries or moves armies. the sort. Some teachers were pret .. 
St. Paul, Minneapolis and Mani- · * * * ty raw; many pupils were unruly; 
toba road, now the Great North- BECAUSE OF HIS WIDE EX- and there were Ignoramuses on 
er~, reached East Grand Forks perience in the circus business and many school · boards. But in spite 
from Fisher in the fall of 1879 and his long association with the Bar- of these sporadic def eets, the coun-
the first trains crossed the river num and Bailey shows Fellows was try school, as an institution, did a 
early in 1880. Rails were then laid often supposed to have been a pretty good job, when considered 
as far west as Stickney, which for member of the staff of P. T. Bar .. in the llght of its opportunities. 
a time was the end of the track. num. Fellows modestly disclaimed The burlesque appears in "The 
The place had an incipient boom, the honor, explaining that he was "Hoosier Schoolmaster,'' but it is 
and for some time was believed by a mere infant when Barnum .was not emphasized to such a degree as 
many that Stickney was the com- astounding people with his won- to spoil the play. 
